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ABSTRACT 

The crossed molecular beam reactions of barium with 

the chloride and iodide of potassium, and the chloride of 

cesium have been studied experimentally. The product 

alkali atoms in these reactions were detected with a Pt-W 

filament, surface ionization detector. We have shown that 

these reactions proceed through an osculating complex. 

Calculations of the total cross section and angular 

distribution of products in the reactions of barium with 

potassium chloride, potassium iodide, cesium chloride, and 

cesium iodide have been done on the basis of the statistical 

theory. Computer programs have been developed to implement 

these calculations and to transform them from the center of 

mass coordinate frame to the laboratory frame. 

x 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The crossed molecular beam investigations of bi-

molecular reactions offer the most direct means of studying 

the individual steps of chemical reactions. Following the 

first report by Datz and Taylor (1), a large number of 

reactions have been studied using this technique. Most of 

the reactions studied involve either an alkali atom or an 

alkali halide molecule as one of the reactants because of 

the availability of suitably sensitive detectors for these 

chemical species. Investigators have been able to explain 

a number of reaction mechanisms using this technique. For 

example, the intense luminescence from atomic sodium D-

lines observed by Polanyi (2) in his classical studies 

of (Na,Cl2) using diffusion flames has long provoked 

questions about its origin (3, 4). In this reaction 

* 
the principal mechanistic question was whether the Na 

atoms come (a) directly from CI + Na2 —>• NaCl + Na , or 

(b) indirectly from CI + Na2 —> NaCl*^ + Na, followed by 

+ * NaCl' + Na —=»• NaCl + Na . Struve, Kitagawa, and Hersch-

bach (5) showed that route (a) was responsible for the 

• 
formation of Na atoms, by crossing beams of Na2 and CI 

atoms, and observing the chemiluminescence. Thus the main 

1 
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advantage of the molecular beam technique is that it allows 

one to look at the reaction product after a single en

counter of the reactants, thus providing information about 

the elementary processes of classical kinetics. 

The reactions in the beams can be characterized by 

the lifetime of the intermediate complex which is formed 

during the reaction. If the intermediate complex has a 

lifetime greater or equal to five rotational periods, then 

the reaction intermediates are called long-lived complexes. 

If the intermediate complex has a lifetime less than or 

equal to one rotational period, it is called a short-lived 

complex. The intermediate cases where the lifetime is of 

the order of 2-3 rotational periods are generally referred 

to as osculating complexes. It has been observed that if 

the exothermicity of the reaction is large (say > 20 kcal.) 

then these reactions belong to the short-lived category. 

If the exothermicity of the reaction is small (_< 6 kcal. ) 

then they belong to the long-lived category. The short

lived complexes show either a forward peaking (stripping) 

or a backward peaking (rebound) with respect to one beam 

(say the atomic beam), whereas long-lived complexes show 

two peaks of the same intensity in the forward and backward 

region. 

A qualitative criterion for the formation of a long-

lived intermediate has been suggested by the RRK (6) 

formula which relates the lifetime of a collision complex, 
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T, to the total available energy e and the strength or well 
* 

depth E of the complex by the expression 

where s is the number of "active" vibrational modes in the 

complex and T, a characteristic vibrational period of ~ 

-13 * 
10 sec. Factors that increase E and s will tend to 

favor formation of long-lived intermediates while increased 

e will decrease the lifetime of the collision complex. e is 

directly related to AD°, the difference in dissociation 

energies or exothermicity of the reaction. If the exo-

thermicity is large, T will be small. Generally it has 

been observed that with severe bonding changes in a 

reaction (for example covalent —> ionic), the exothermicity 

is large, and complexes formed are short-lived (7). If the 

exothermicity of the reaction is small, the collision 

complexes formed will be long-lived. For the intermediate 

-12 
cases, where the lifetime of the complex is ~ 10 sec., 

these reactions belong to the osculating category. 

Not many reactions have been reported in the litera

ture which belong to the osculating category. The charac

teristic angular distribution in such reactions is two 

peaks of different intensity in the angular distribution. 

The reactions of cesium with the chloride and iodide of 

thallium, reported by Fisk, McDonald, and Herschbach (8) 

belong to this category. Later, Kwei, Lees, and Silver (9) 
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reported another set of osculating complexes in the reac

tions of lithium with the fluoride and bromide of potassium. 

No further work has been reported in the literature on 

reactions whose exothermicity lies in the intermediate 

region and which have been characterized as belonging to 

osculating category. For this reason we have chosen to 

study the reactions of barium with the chlorides and iodides 

of potassium and cesium. The exothermicity of these reac

tions lies in the intermediate range, from 6.5 kcal. for 

Ba + Csl reaction to 14.5 kcal. for Ba + KC1 reaction. 

Moreover, in order to estimate a reasonable value for the 

cross section of these reactions and the expected angular 

distribution of products, we have followed the statistical 

approach suggested by Pechukas, Light, and Rankin (10) and 

White and Light (11). The angular distribution of products 

predicted by this theory is in good agreement with the 

experimental results for the reactions which proceed via 

long-lived collision complexes (11). We have applied this 

theory to test whether it can be extended to explain the 

angular distribution of products of the reactions which 

belong to the osculating category. 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation gives a description 

of the apparatus, devices used to obtain low pressures, 

ovens for the production of beams of the reactants, the 

surface ionization detector for the measurement of the 

signal, and experimental procedures. 
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Chapter 3 includes the kinematic analysis, some 

discussion of the conversion of data from the center of 

mass (CM) coordinate system to the laboratory (LAB) co

ordinate system and experimental results on the barium 

reactions. An attempt has been made to fit these experi

mental results (angular distribution of alkali atoms) with 

an assumed simple analytic function in the CM with three 

adjustable parameters. 

Chapter 4 explains in fair detail the calculations 

of total reactive and non-reactive cross sections of these 

reactions on the basis of the statistical theory. It also 

discusses the dependence of the total cross section on 

initial vibrational energy, rotational energy, and relative 

translational energy of the reactants. 

The formalism for the calculation of the angular 

distribution of products in the CM and conversion of these 

data to the LAB system has been developed in Chapter 5. 

Dependence of the differential cross section on vibrational 

energy and final translational energy are also described 

here in detail. The calculations have been carried out for 

four systems--the reactions of barium with KC1, KI, CsCl, 

and Csl. 

Finally, Chapter 6 presents a brief discussion of 

the experimental results of these beam studies. It also 

compares the experimental results with those obtained from 

the statistical model. 



CHAPTER 2 

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

Experiments were performed by crossing beams of 

barium atoms and alkali halide molecules at right angles 

and observing the direction in which the molecules fly from 

the region of intersection. When molecules of one beam are 

deflected by collision with the molecules of the other 

beam, it is termed elastic scattering. Elastic scattering 

does not contribute to the chemical reaction. The 

chemically reactive scattering is given by the angular 

distribution of the product molecules formed in some of the 

collisions. The angular distribution of the products in 

reactive scattering provides the information regarding 

reaction cross section, the partitioning of the total 

available energy between internal (rotational and vibra

tional) and external (translational) degrees of freedom, 

and other details of the collision dynamics. The elastic 

scattering gives information about the inter-molecular 

forces between the colliding molecules, while reactive 

scattering helps one to understand the detailed mechanics 

of the chemical reaction. 

6 
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Apparatus 

The molecular beam apparatus consists of one vacuum 

chamber of thick pyrex glass. It has three large brass 

flanges on three sides to permit easy access to the equip

ment inside. The lower part of the vacuum chamber rests on 

a thick aluminum table. 

The geometrical arrangement of this system is shown 

in Fig. 1. One of the flanges on the side of the chamber 

contains (a) an ion gauge for the measurement of pressure, 

(b) a support for the detector, and (c) a needle valve which 

is used to introduce small amounts of oxygen or propane into 

the vacuum chamber. To ensure that molecules in the beam 

collide only at the scattering center, it is necessary that 

the mean free path of the background gas be greater than 

the dimensions of the apparatus. To achieve this, pressure 

— 6 
in the apparatus was maintained at ~ 1 x 10 torr. These 

pressures are far lower than those of the ordinary experi

ments in gas phase kinetics. The low pressure required was 

obtained by using an oil diffusion pump in combination with 

a mechanical pump and a liquid nitrogen baffle. These were 

connected to the lower part of the vacuum chamber. 

Each of the two beams was formed by heating the 

substance in an oven and letting the vapor effuse out of a 

slit. These molecules were then collimated into a beam by 

a second slit. The two beams intersect at an angle of 90 

degrees. The upper flange contains a rotatable lid, which 
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Fig. 1. Geometrical arrangement of the ovens and detector. 
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turns about an axis through the center of the interaction 

volume. The ovens were mounted on supports which were hung 

from the rotatable lid. The elastic and reactive scattering 

was observed at various laboratory angles, 0, with a fixed 

detector, by rotating the ovens. 

The molecules, which come out of the interaction 

volume, were measured with a surface ionization detector. 

The angular position of the lid was determined to within + 

1 degree by means of markings on the lid. The essential 

parts of the apparatus are described below. 

Vacuum System 

A vacuum of the order of 10"^ torr in the beam 

apparatus was produced by an oil diffusion pump (NRC VHS 6, 

500 cc) backed by a mechanical pump (Welch Duo Seal Vacuum 

Pump Model 1397) and a liquid nitrogen baffle (NRC 316-6 

Cryotrap). The pressure was monitored by a thermocouple 

- 2  . . .  
gauge down to a pressure of 10 torr and by an ionization 

_7 
gauge (NRC 507) down to a pressure of 10 torr. The 

pressure from both the gauges was read on a NRC High Vacuum 

Gauge Control (NRC 831). Rubber O-rings were used as 

vacuum seals. The seal between the rotating lid and the 

top flange was a special Teflon O-ring, whxch allowed the 

rotating lid to turn smoothly in a low pressure system. 

These O-rings were well coated with high vacuum grease. To 
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make electrical contacts amphenol plugs were soldered to the 

flanges. 

Ovens 

Both ovens were made in a cylindrical shape from 

chemically resistant stainless steel. These ovens were 

closed by stainless steel lids of the same cross section. 

They were heated by passing a current through tantalum wire, 

insulated with ceramic rods. The tantalum wire passes 

through shafts drilled in the oven walls. Each oven posi

tion was fixed by placing it inside a copper shield. Twd 

ceramic rods at right angles pass through the bottom of the 

copper shield and the bottom side of the oven to provide 

support for it. There were two slits, one outside the oven 

hole and the other outside the copper shield. Each slit 

was made from two thin pieces of stainless steel sheet. 

The copper shields were also cylindrical in shape, closed 

at the top and open at the bottom. Each copper shield was 

fused to a hollow copper tube in the top central part of the 

shield. These copper tubes supported the copper shield by 

the O-ring type vacuum seals on the rotating lid. 

Cold water was circulated through these copper tubes 

continuously in order to keep the copper shields at a lower 

temperature than the oven. Two beam flags were provided 

outside the second slits, which were supported by O-ring 

type vacuum seals on the rotating lid. These flags were 
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manually controlled to close and open the second slit at the 

copper shield. The temperature was measured using a 

chromel-alumel thermocouple placed at the bottom of the oven 

and was read with a millivoltmeter. The alkali halide oven 

was heated directly with alternating current whereas the 

barium oven was heated with a direct current and was biased 

at + 9 volts in order to prevent electron emission, which 

otherwise leads to a large negative current as a background. 

Detector 

The molecules scattered out from the interaction 

volume in the direction of the detector were ionized by the 

surface ionization detector. In surface ionization the 

molecules and atoms strike the electrically heated metal 

filament and only those molecules and atoms of low ioniza

tion potential form positive ions. This allows an immediate 

discrimination against the background molecules of high 

ionization potential. These ions are collected and measured 

as a current. 

The filament, made of 92% Pt- 8% W wire of .076mm 

diameter, is used as a differential surface ionization 

detector. The detector was constructed by spot welding the 

Pt-W wire to the two nickel wires which were electrically 

insulated from the collector by two ceramic rods. A stain

less steel cylinder was placed around the wire which serves 

as a collector. This entire filament-detector was surrounded 
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by another stainless steel cylinder. Two rectangular 

openings were cut in these cylinders, one for allowing the 

beam to impinge on the filament and the other for allowing 

that part of the beam not intercepted by the wire to pass 

through the cylinders. These cylinders were kept at ground 

potential to protect the filament from external sources of 

noise. 

This detector was used in two different modes to 

distinguish between elastically scattered alkali halides 

and alkali atoms formed in the reactive scattering. We 

have followed the technique suggested by Touw and Trishka 

(12). According to this technique the filament can be used 

in two conditions, one with a low work function which is 

termed a methanated mode and the other with a high work 

function which is termed an oxygenated mode. In the 

methanated mode the filament can ionize only alkali atoms 

whereas in the oxygenated mode the filament can ionize both 

alkali atoms and alkali halide molecules. In order to pre

pare the filament in the methanated mode, propane was 

admitted to the vacuum chamber by a variable leak to bring 

_5 
the pressure to 1-3 x 10 torr. The Pt-W filament is run 

at 2000°K (0.35 amp). After some time the propane was shut 

off. This treatment gave a reproducible filament condition 

in which no alkali halide was detected. In our apparatus 

the normal mode is the methanated mode. For the oxygenated 

mode, oxygen was admitted to the vacuum chamber near the 



filament by a needle valve and through a Tygon tubing to 

_ 5 
reach a pressure of 1-3 x 10 torr. The Pt-W filament is 

run at 0.3 5-0.40 amp. In order to maintain the oxygenated 

mode, oxygen must be continuously let into the chamber. 

This treatment gives a surface condition to the filament in 

which both alkali atoms and alkali halide molecules were 

detected. Thus we could use the same filament in two 

different modes to measure reactive as well as elastic 

scattering with good efficiency 

The filament was biased to +30 volts which helped to 

repel the positive ions toward the surrounding stainless 

steel cylinder. The cylinder which surrounds the filament 

does not preferentially attract the positive ions but only 

— 8  
intercepts them. The current formed by these ions, ~ 10" 

—12 - 10 amp, was measured on an electrometer (Keithley 610 

CR Solid State Electrometer). The filament was heated by 

the current (0.30-0.40 amp) from a regulated power supply 

(Lambda Solid State Power Supply Model LP 410 FM). The 

current was measured on an ammeter. 

Experimental Procedure 

One of the ovens was loaded with a solid piece of 

barium metal (supplied by Ventron Corporation, Alfa 

Products, Catalog #00033 Rod, 23mm., 99.5% pure) and the 

other with alkali halide crystals (CsCl, supplied by Kawecki 

Chemical Co., Lot 1061-119, HP; KC1, supplied by Matheson 
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Coleman & Bell, A.C.S. Reagent; KIf Baker Analyzed Reagent). 

They were sealed by tightening their lids with screws. A 

copper gasket was used between the lid and the oven to 

prevent leakage from the ovens at high temperature. It was 

found that the barium beam corrodes the copper gasket and 

that there was a large leakage of barium at that location. 

In order to check this leak the barium oven lid was replaced 

by a thick stainless steel cork-shaped lid, which was 

tightly screwed to the oven. These ovens were placed inside 

the copper shields. In order to prevent heat losses from 

the ovens, another internal heat shield was used. This was 

made of a thin shiny stainless steel sheet and was placed 

along inner walls of the copper shield. The lower part of 

the copper shield was covered with thin aluminum foil to 

prevent heat loss. Electrical connections were made for 

heating the ovens. All these adjustments were done outside 

the vacuum chamber. 

After these preparations the top flange was put on 

the vacuum chamber. All the three flanges were sealed. The 

mechanical pump was then turned on. When the pressure 

reached 0.1 torr as measured on thermocouple gauge, the 

diffusion pump heater was turned on. It takes about 10-15 

_5 
minutes to reach a pressure of 10 torr. A current of 

~ 2 amp was passed through the oven heaters and the entire 

apparatus was left for 14-16 hours for getting rid of any 

adsorbed gases in the ovens. 
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After 14-16 hours liquid nitrogen was added to the 

baffle to bring the pressure down into 10"^ torr range. The 

current in the ovens was increased gradually by increasing 

the voltages in steps of 2-3 volts and allowing the ovens 

to thermalize at that temperature for about half an hour. 

This process was continued «until the operating temperatures 

were attained. When pressure in the chamber reached about 

_  5  
10 torr, the current in the filament was turned on and set 

to a value of 0.3 amp. 

When the operating temperatures of the ovens were 

reached, the filament was prepared in the oxygenated mode by 

_5 
introducing oxygen at a pressure of 5 x 10 torr. The 

filament was biased at -30 volts and the negative current in 

the electrometer was observed. The negative current 

-13 
gradually decreased and reached a small value ~ 10 amp. 

The filament was then biased to +30 volts. The filament was 

now ready to measure the alkali halide beam signals. The 

parent alkali halide beam intensity was measured by 

bringing the alkali halide oven behind the detector and 

opening the flag. We tried to measure the barium beam 

intensity in the same way, but this always gave a small ion 

current due to the poor response of the detector toward 

barium atoms. We could, however, see a small attenuation 

in the parent alkali halide beam signal by opening the 

barium beam flag. The alkali halide beam signal was 

— 8  usually ~ 10 amp. The oxygen flow was stopped and 
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propane was introduced in the chamber to convert the fila

ment to the methanated mode. In this mode the negative 

_7 current increases and reaches a value of ~ 10 amp. All 

measurements in the methanated mode were taken by biasing 

the filament at +30 volts and by setting the current at 

0.30 amp. 

In these experiments a "signal" is the difference 

in the collector ion currents (a) and (b), where (a) is 

the sum of the ion currents read (i) when both flags are 

open and (ii) when both flags axe closed, and (b) is the 

sum of the ion currents contributed by individual beams 

of alkali halide and barium. 

The first angular scan was done in the methanated 

mode at intervals of 5° from -20° to 110°. At each angle 

the ion currents were measured with the four combinations of 

the two flags: (a) both flags open, (b) only barium beam 

flag open, (c) only alkali halide beam flag open, and (d) 

both flags closed. These currents were recorded twice at 

each of the combinations of the flags. Data recorded at 

45° were taken as reference. Between the readings at two 

different angles, a reading at the reference point was 

recorded. This was done to normalize the data taken at 

different times. The drift with time of this normalization 

signal was used to correct the data for slow changes in 

beam intensities due to the temperature drifts of the ovens. 

This signal measures only alkali atoms formed in reactive 
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scattering. After finishing the measurements in the 

methanated mode, the filament was prepared in the oxygenated 

mode. The signal was recorded again in a similar way. This 

signal gives a measure of alkali atoms and alkali halide 

molecules. The elastic scattering data found were not very 

interesting, probably due to wide oven slits and we have 

made no attempt to make the slit width small to obtain good 

elastic scattering data. 

\ 



CHAPTER 3 

ANALYSIS 

A chemical reaction of the type 

A + BC =»> AB + C 

where A, Bf and C can be atoms or molecules, when studied 

in the gas phase by conventional bulb techniques, is 

characterized by its rate constant. Moreover one can 

predict whether this reaction will occur or not for a given 

set of conditions from thermodynamics. However, these 

studies do not show any dependence on the internal state 

(characterized by its rotational quantum number and vibra

tional quantum number) of an individual molecule. The rate 

constant measured by conventional techniques is actually 

the superposition of all microscopic events which lead to a 

chemical reaction. Each reactant molecule in the reaction 

vessel is possibly in a different internal state and 

accordingly, it will react differently. The crossed 

molecular beam technique allows the observation of the 

product after a single reactive collision. One can in 

principle consider this reaction as 

A( j) + BC(k) > ABU) + C(m) 

where j,k,£,m characterize the internal state of the 

18 



molecule concerned. Since these reactions take place 

through collision, the reaction is also dependent on the 

relative velocity V. One expects a given initial system 

j • • • )  t o  l e a d  t o  m a n y  f i n a l  s t a t e s  ( V f , m , . . . ) .  I t  

is possible to analyze the states of the product molecules 

generated in collisions of reactants in selected states. 

However, in the experiments discussed here there is no 

internal state selection or analysis. Therefore it is 

necessary to work with distributions over states. Further

more, the direction of the initial relative velocity can 

be taken as fixed, ky defining a kinematic coordinate system 

and the final relative velocity Vf measured with respect to 

it. Thus, after summing over final states and averaging 

over the initial states, we characterize the dynamics of a 

chemical reaction by a distribution function Thus 

Iv.(Vf) dVf gives the probability of finding the products 

between velocities and V_^ + dV^ for an initial velocity 

V 
A primary aim in reactive scattering experiments is 

the determination of the angular distribution of products 

and partitioning of the total available energy in the 

product molecules. In order to analyze the experimental 

results, we require a center of mass (CM) distribution 

function. If a CM distribution is assumed, it may be trans

formed to the laboratory (LAB) coordinate system by averag

ing over initial experimental conditions. 
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Entemann (13) has developed a stochastic approach to 

obtain a CM distribution consistent with experimental data. 

The relationship (13, 14) between various quantities in the 

CM system to those in the LAB system can be easily derived 

by a Newton diagram (Fig. 2). This is a vector diagram in 

which VA and VBC represent the parent beam velocities, Y 

their angle of intersection, C the velocity of their center 

of mass, O the origin in the LAB system, and c the origin 

in the CM system. 0 is the angle at which product recoils 

after collision in the LAB system whereas in the CM system 

the product recoils at an angle 9 with a velocity u. Thus 

a point (v, fc)) in the LAB space corresponds to (u, 9) in 

the CM space. 

If we consider the distribution of products in the 

center of mass system then the distribution function takes 

the form Iy^(u) or IE^(u) which characterizes the reaction. 

E^ is the initial translational energy and is proportional 

2 
to V^. Since the product is measured as a function of 

angle 6, we have Ie^(u, ®) du sin 9 d 6 as the probability 

that product will recoil in the CM system at an angle 

between 0 and 0 + d S and at a velocity between u and u+du. 

Since all these experiments involve non-velocity selected 

beams, there is a distribution in which must be taken 

into account for the probability distribution, so that the 

probability density will become I(u, 9, E^). In order to 

get a function I(u, A) we must consider the velocity 
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'BC 

for Y = 90 

0 = tan" ( 
m V 

-1 , BC BC, 

mAVA 

C = 

, 2„2 2 „2 > 
mA A + mBC BC1 

mA + mBC 

V = (V + V H v A + BC 

v V — v V +V m . V X A y BC + BC A 
u = £ -
x V mA + mBC 

v V  + v V  _ V V  
X 3C + y A A BC 

U = H 
y v 

Fig. 2. Newton diagram representing kinematics of reaction 
A + BC —=»- Products. 



averaged distribution 

I(u, 6) = jKu, 9, E.) P (E.) dE.. 
'  "  1  1 1  

Now we are left with a CM distribution I(u, fi). This is 

called the CM differential cross-section and is the most 

important parameter in characterizing the dynamics of a 

chemical reaction. This can be correlated with a LAB 

distribution I(v, 0). The kinematic analysis is used to 

correlate these two functions. 

WV- 0) •*-* ICM(U. 9)' 

Kinematic Analysis 

The kinematic analysis, which is based solely on 

conservation laws,gives results that are independent of the 

model used to describe the reaction dynamics. 

The Conservation of Energy 

Let E^, E^ denote the kinetic energies of the 

relative motion of the reactants and the products, re

spectively, and W, W the internal energies of the reactants 

and products. If ADq denote the difference in the dis

sociation energies of AB and BC (measured from zero point 

level) then the total energy, E, is given by 

E = E. + W + AD 
i o 

= E + W 



where 

and 

and are the initial and final relative velocities, 

and are the initial and final reduced masses of the 

atom-diatomic systems. 

The Conservation of Intensity 

The intensity of the product beam is measured in the 

LAB system. The transformation for the intensities in the 

CM system or vice versa, is determined by the following 

equations. 

All the particles which emerge in a specified 

element du dtu in the CM system appear in the corresponding 

element dv dfi in the LAB system; i.e., flux of particles 

must be conserved (particles can not be created or 

destroyed). This requires for the in-plane case 

ILAB ^v' dv = "^CM ^u' du dUJ (3.1) 

where df2, du) are the solid angle elements in the LAB space 

and in the CM space, respectively. Since the LAB and CM 

systems are related by a linear transformation, the differ

ential volume elements corresponding to these solid angle 

elements must be equal; 
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E . 
X 

J- l-i. V2 2 i I 

E _ = 
i uf vf-



v2 dv dn = U2 du d0). (3.2) 

On combining equations (3.1) and (3.2), we get 

2 
^"LAB^V' = ICM^U» ~~2 ' (3.3) 

u 

as the relationship between LAB and CM intensities. The 

2 2 
factor v /u is referred to as the "Jacobian" for the CM 

—> LAB transformation (13). The Jacobian is often a 

dominant factor in the kinematic analysis of the reactive 

scattering and strongly weights the scattering at small 

recoil velocities. 

In the derivation of equation (3.3), it is assumed 

that there is a continuous distribution of CM recoil 

velocities u. It can be easily shown that for the case in 

which the product CM velocity is fixed, e.g., elastic 

scattering, the proper Jacobian becomes (15) 

v2/[u2 cos(u,v)]. 

Since there is a distribution in CM points (u, 0) due to 

the distribution in parent beam velocities that can con

tribute to intensity at a LAB point (v, ©), equation (3.3) 

must be averaged over the distribution of beam velocities. 

Under our conditions the proper expression relating the 

observed intensity at (v, 0) to the CM intensity is 
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ILAB(v' = 

eo oo 2 

| dVA^ dVBC nA*VA* nBC*VBC* V—2 ICM*U' ^ ' <3*4) 
0 0 u 

where ), nBC(vgC) are the number density distributions 

of the parent beam velocities and are proportional to 

2 2 2 
V^exp(-V_^/a )t where a is the most probable velocity of the 

beam. V is the relative velocity of the reactants for a 

given VA and VBC. 

Conservation of Momentum 

In a collision which yields two particles AB and Cf 

their recoil momenta in the CM system must be equal in 

magnitude and opposite in direction, 

mABUAB = ~ mCUC* 

Thus if AB appears at an angle 9, C appears at tt - 0. mAg 

and m^ denote the masses of AB and C respectively and u's 

their velocities. The recoil velocities are related to the 

final relative velocity Vf and to the translational energy, 

Eff released by 

mAB UAB = mC UC = ̂ Vf = (2Uf Ef^ 

where is the reduced mass of (AB + C) system. 
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Computational Factors 

We assume for ease in computing the intensities that 

Iq"1^u ' ̂ can be seParated two factors as follows 

ICM(u' 6) = T( B) U(u) 

where T( 0) depends only on 9 and U(u) gives the distribu

tion of u and is independent of 0. The functional form of 

U(u) used in our calculations is 

U(u) = (u/u exp[1.0 - (u/u )^], 

* 
where u is one of the parameters which has to be adjusted 

in order to fit experimental data from the assumed CM 

function. 

The function T( 0) is given by the product of two 

functions as 

T( 0) = Tx( 0fa) T2(0,b). (3.5) 

T^( 0,a) is a simple exponential function and is given by 

T-(0,a) = exp(- 0/a) (0° < 9 < 90°), 

«  ( 3 - 6 )  

= exp(-(180 - 6)/a) (90° < 9 < 180°). 

This factor in angular part is taken mainly from geometric 

considerations as this will give a symmetric distribution 

about 90°. 

The second factor T2(0,b) is related to the 

decaying characteristic of the intermediate complex, since 

reaction prodeeds via an intermediate complex, which 



decomposes to give products. The life of this intermediate 

complex is expressed in terms of the number of rotations it 

makes before decomposition. So the intensity at an angle 

is the sum of the intensities contributed by the inter

mediate after it completes one rotation, two rotations, and 

so on, depending on its lifetime. This is expressed 

mathematically as 

T2 < e,b) = a-0/" + e-(36O-0)/b + e-(360+e,/b 

^ -(720- 9)/b ^ -(720+9)/b ^ 
"I © T © T • • • • 

where 0° < 9 < 180°. The sum can be rearranged as 

T2( 6,b) = e-Vbtl+e-(360/b) + e-( 720/b) + _ 3 

+ e9/b[e-(360/b) + e-( 720/b) + _ j 

= e"e//b(l-X)_1 + e9/b[<l-X)_1 - l], 

where X = e~360/b_ 

On normalizing this functio: at 0=0° and simpli

fying, we get 

'2 x ~ 1 + X 

-( 0/b) ( 0/b) 
T« ( 9,b) = — . (3.7) 

Thus T(0) is a function of the parameters a and b. In this 

function b gives a measure of the lifetime of the inter

mediate complex. These parameters are to be adjusted for a 

given system in order to get good agreement with the LAB 

distribution. 
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The procedure used for the transformation of the 

assumed T( 9) U(u) to the LAB system was the same as employed 

by Entemann (13). The main features are as follows. 

1. A set of points in LAB space is chosen to compare 

with available experimental data. For each point 

(v,0), from a given contributing Newton diagram 

(defined by parent beam velocities and VBC and 

angle of intersection Y—in this case Y = 90°) the 

corresponding point in CM space (u, 0) is determined. 

2. The assumed CM intensity (flux density) at point 

I(u, 6,V) is weighted by the probability associated 

with the kinematic diagram and multiplied by the 

2 2 
Jacobian v  /u to obtain contribution to l ( v , 0 )  from 

that kinematic diagram. In Equation (3.4) 

nA(VA)nBC(VBC)V represents the probability asso

ciated with the kinematic diagram. This computa

tion is repeated for all the combinations (VA^ and 

.) that one wishes to consider and the contribu-
dL> J 

tions added, resulting in a value of l(v,0). 

Typically l(v,0) is calculated for 30 values of v: 

50, 100, 150, ..., 1500 meters/sec and at 10° 

intervals in 0. 

3. An integration Jl(v, 0 )  dv is performed to obtain 

the total flux 1(0) at an angle 0, which is compared 

to experimental angular distributions measured 

without velocity analysis. 



These calculations were done on a CDC 6400 computer 

with the program written by Entemann (13) and modified by 

Siska (16). 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 3 shows the laboratory distribution of K in 

the barium-potassium chloride reaction. The smooth curve 

is obtained by transforming the assumed CM differential 

cross section to the LAB system and averaging the set of 

Newton diagrams arising from the thermal velocities distribu

tion in the parent beam. The temperatures at which beams 

are prepared are given in Table 1. One can observe that 

the angular distribution of the K atoms shows two peaks, 

one in the forward direction and the other in the backward 

direction with respect to KC1 beam. A better idea of this 

analysis can be obtained by looking at the Newton diagram of 

the system (Fig. 3). The two vectors VKC1 and VBa represent 

the most probably velocities of the two beams, respectively. 

The two peaks are observed at ~ 20° and ~ 85°, having 

almost the same intensity. 

Table 1. Beam Temperatures 

Element Oven Temperature (°K) 

Ba 1000 

KC1 97 5 

KI 950 

CsCl 950 
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KCl 

Ba 

• • 

-45' 
LAB ANGLE© 

Fig. 3. Intensity of scattering of K atoms as a function of 
LAB angle; experimental (indicated by dots), from 
CM function (smooth curve), for the Ba + KCl 
reaction. 



The angular distribution of the Cs atoms measured 

in the laboratory in the reaction of barium-cesium chlorid 

is shown in Fig. 4. The smooth curve is obtained by con

verting assumed CM angular-distribution to the LAB system. 

This angular distribution of the Cs atoms also shows two 

peaks; one in the forward direction is stronger than the 

one in the backward direction. The two peaks are observed 

at ~ 0° and 85°. 

For the barium-potassium iodide system, angular 

distribution of K atoms is shown in Fig. 5. The smooth 

curve is calculated by converting assumed CM differential 

cross section to the LAB system. In this case, also, the 

angular distribution of K atoms shows two peaks, one at 

~ 0° and the other at ~ 75°. Moreover this reaction is 

also dominated by the forward peaking of K atoms with 

respect to the KI beam. 

In these reactions it is assumed that reactants 

form an intermediate complex. Thus the shape of the 

angular distribution for the reactively scattered alkali 

atoms in each case depends on the lifetime of this inter

mediate complex. The formation of an intermediate complex 

and its dissociation to products is completely determined 

by initial conditions and the three adjustable parameters 

* 
a, b, and u in the assumed CM angular distribution 

function. The comparison of the angular distribution of 

the alkali atoms calculated from the assumed function with 
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>1.0 

45 
LAB ANGLE 9 

Fig. 4. Intensity of scattering of Cs atoms as a function 
of LAB angle; experimental (indicated by dots), 
from CM function (smooth curve). 
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'Ba 

1-0 

45 135 
LAB ANGLE 0 

Fig. 5. Intensity of scattering of K atoms as a function of 
LAB angle; experimental (indicated by dots), from 
CM function (smooth curve), for the Ba + KI 
reaction. 
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the data gave fairly good results. Table 2 lists the best-

• 
fit values of a, b, and u . Parameter b in this function 

gives a measure of lifetime of the intermediate complex 

formed during the reaction. The value of b indicates that 

lifetimes of the intermediate complexes formed in these 

reactions follow the order: 

[BaKCll+ > [BaCsCll+ > [BaKl]+ 

which can also be inferred from angular distribution data. 

This type of angular distribution which shows two peaks, 

where one peak is more intense than the other, is considered 

to follow osculating behavior (8). In the osculating model 

it is assumed that the intermediate complex [Ba MX]+ 

rotates and during the rotation about its total angular 

momentum vector, the complex decomposes. If the lifetime 

of the intermediate complex is greater than five rotational 

periods, the angular distribution of the product will show 

forward backward symmetry with respect to the initial rela

tive velocity vector. This is the characteristic of a 

long-lived complex (17). Moreover, these reactions do not 

follow the pattern of the reactions which proceed via a 

very short-lived intermediate complex. Short-lived com

plexes are characterized by their peaking either in the 

forward direction with the stripping mechanism (7) or in 

the backward direction with the rebound mechanism (18). The 

three reactions investigated here follow the pattern of the 
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Table 2. Cross Section Parameters 

System 

Ba + KC1 

Ba + CsCl 

Ba + KI 

a 
(in degrees) 

160 

100 

100 

b 
(in degrees) 

350 

180 

150 

* 
u 

(x 10^ cm/sec) 

8 

4 

3 

(kcals) 

3.7 

4.5 

0.5 

Cs + T1X reactions which have been characterized as 

osculating reactions (8). 

The values of final translational energy, E^, of the 

product atom were calculated by assuming that the product 

atom recoils with the peak velocity. This velocity is given 

by the parameter u in the function U(u). The exothermicity 

of the reactions of Ba with CsCl and KI is the same, but 

there is an appreciable difference in the values of Ef of 

the product atom in these two reactions. This implies 

greater internal excitation of the Bal product. 



CHAPTER 4 

TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS 

General Formulation of the 
Statistical Theory 

Let us consider that reaction between an atom A and 

a molecule BC takes place as 

A + BC ̂  1 [ABC ] >• AB + C . 

Reactants Reaction Products 
Complex 

A strongly coupled "reaction complex" is formed which then 

dissociates among various products. The statistical 

assumption is that the probability of dissociation of the 

complex to a given state depends only on the dynamical 

quantities conserved in the complex (which in this case are 

total angular momentum and energy), i.e., all attainable 

states are equally probable. 

To define a reaction complex for collisions with 

strong attractive forces, we assume that reactive scatter

ing can occur only when the relative energy of translation 

exceeds the hump in the effective potential for radial 

motion. The hump in the potential curve results from the 

2 
addition of the 1/r orbital angular momentum term and atom-

molecule attraction term. The effective radial potential 

36 
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U^Ui) is given by 

C A. (i. +l)fi2 

VlAr±) = - + 2 ' (4'1) 

Yi 2 ^i ri 

where first term is due to dispersion and second term is 

due to orbital angular momentum. The other symbols in 

Equation (4.1) are: 

C = interaction constant (spherically averaged sum of 

dipole-induced dipole and dispersion contributions), 

t> = angular momentum quantum number, 

|i = three body reduced mass of atom-molecule, 

Oi = (mA mBC)/(mA + "Be*3' 

and the subscripts i and f refer to initial and final 

states. To find I. _ we use the equation 
i max 

Ei — Maxumum (U ̂ (r ̂)) 

and for Maximum (rj_))# 

dU i 
i  =  0 .  

dr. 
i 

This leads to the condition 

l.U.+Dfi2 < 6 \i. E.)2/3 (4.2) 
11 — l l i 

where E^ is the initial translational energy. Equation 

(4.2) determines the value of maximum orbital angular 
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momentum quantum number, max' allows complex 

formation. 

The other symbols that will be used are: 

v = vibrational quantum number, 

J = rotational angular momentum quantum number, 

9 = total angular momentum quantum number, 

I = two body moment of inertia, 

9 = zth component of 9 
z 

E = total energy. 

The energies are considered to be so low that complete 

dissociation can not occur. The reaction complex is defined 

completely as far as the statistical theory is concerned by 

9 , 9 ,  and E. The probability of forming a complex (E, 9 ,  
z 

9  )  from initial state (v. , J. , !>. ) is 
z 1' 1' 1 

i£ I VJi' ± S ± K+Jil-

otherwise zero. 

The probability of decomposition of the complex 

(E, 9 ,  9  ) to a given state is the same for all states 
z 

accessible under conservation of total energy and angular 

momentum. Conservation of energy requires 

J. (J. +l)fi2 

E = E.+E + [ 1 .1T ] (4.3) 
i vi i 

j ( J +im2 

= Ef+Ev + [-i ] + Q (4.3a) 



where Q is the zero-zero exothermicity of the reaction 

i —^ f. Conservation of angular momentum implies that each 

intersection in the (f Jf) plane is such that 

Uf-Jf I <9< Uf+Jf I (4.4) 

contains one and only one state accessible from (J? 9  ) .  
' z 

Moreover the complex must be able to dissociate over the 

final state orbital angular momentum barrier, which 

restricts by 

j^Uf+Dh2 < 6 |if C^/3[Js Ef(Jf)]3/2. (4.5) 

For a given v^, vf, and <?, Equations (4.4) and (4.5) 

define a bounded region in the (^f, ) plane; the number of 

states of reaction products in the vibrational level vf 

accessible from the reaction complex (E, #f j? ) is the 
z 

number of integer pair points (^£, within or on the 

boundary of the region. The equation of the boundary curve, 

which can be easily obtained from Equations (4.3) and (4.5), 

is 

(f)3 + (i)2 = i 
o o 

and equations for the other three sides of the cross-

hatched area as shown in Fig. 6 can be obtained from con

servation of angular momentum. Let "n(vf; E, § ) be the 

number of integer pair points (^f/ in this area, and 

N(E, ) = E n(v ; E, g, $ ) 
z vf 1 z 
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Fig. 6. Region of allowed (J,^) space for a given and E 
(shown by the cross-hatched area). 
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where N(E, $ ) is the total number of integer pair 
z 

points for all possible vibrational states. The probability 

of dissociation of the complex to a given state (v^, E^, 

Jf) is then given by 

r<vf,Ef,Jf,*f;E„Uz> = M( EJJ ) • <4.6) 
z 

In the above derivation of probability, we have assumed 

that the reaction takes place only via reaction complex 

and there is no direct product formation. One can show (19) 

using S-matrix properties that 

pi + 2 Pii = 1 (4*7) 
j 

where p^ is the probability that a complex is formed from 

reactants i and is the probability of a direct transi

tion to products j  from reactants i (or vice versa) without 

going through the intermediate complex. Equation (4.7) can 

be considered as a conservation of probability; i.e., either 

the system goes directly to some product states or else to 

complex. Moreover, Miller (19) has obtained an expression 

of overall transition probability in terms of direct 

transition probabilities: 

Kjl 2  - +  P° k J>/ ( N- KVK k.> 

where N is the number of channels. The simplest possible 

assumption is that = 0; i.e., there is no direct transi

tion and with this assumption one sees that p^ = 1 for all 
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i, and 

<|s±jI > = ̂  , (4.8) 

which is the usual form of the statistical model. 

The maximum cross section for a given partial wave 

(20) is 

Tr(2^± + l)fi2 

2 U. E. * 
l l 

The partial cross section, cr f  for the reaction is then 

given by 9 

_ TTfi ( 2 4. +1) 

CT(vf' Jf' 'Ef ;viJi' ̂i'Ei) = ( 2TT~eT ) 

P(v J I E ) 

X | L-t (2ii+D(2Ji+l) < (4'9) 

z 

= 2li. E"UJ.+i) * (4.10) 
1 1 1  

and the total cross-section of the reaction, a, is given 

by _*2 ^imax 

CT(vf'Jf'Ef;Vi'Ji'Ei) = 2(J.E. (2J.+1) (2^+1) 
11 I a. =o 

i 

X E P(Vf,JfIEf;E,j? ,jM (4.11) 

and 

a(vf;vi,Ji,Ei) 

= 2 CT(vf,Jf<Ef;vifJ.#Ei). (4.12) 

Jf 

Since the free atom of the initial tate in our experiments 

was relatively heavy, the mean orbital angular momentum was 
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large compared to the rotational angular momentum so has 

been taken as equal to zero and our expression for total 

cross-section reduces to 

0 I. 
_~2 imax 

CT(vfJfEf'Vi'°'Ei) = 2(i. E. t^O (2V1} 

X S P(vffJffAffEf;E,Xi) (4.13) 

(since < j? < | |; when <^=0, $=4^). 

Calculations 

In the calculations described here a diatomic 

molecule is considered as a rigid rotor. The main part of 

these calculations was to estimate N, the total number of 

states. A number of quantities are required for the estima

tion of N (e.g., C, ctf r ). 

The dipole-induced dipole interaction constant C 

(erg-Cm^) was calculated for an (Atom)^ + (Molecule^ 

system using the London formula (21): 

3 ®i E2 2 
C = 2(E1+E2) aia2 + d2 ai 

where 

= energy for atom 

T&2 = energy for molecule 

= polarizability of atom 

= polarizability of molecule 

d2 = dipolemoment of molecule. 
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E^ is usually of the order of ionization potential. For 

alkali metals, however, it is the energy of the resonance 

(S —s»- p) transition. is determined as the sum of the 

first ionization potential of metal atom and ^ dissociation 

energy of molecule. 

The polarizability of molecule BaCl was estimated as 

a_ = a + a . For this we need polarizability of 
BaCl Ba+- ci~ 
Ba+ ion, which was calculated as discussed in Appendix A. 

The dipole moment of BaCl was calculated using the 

following formula (22): 

r^ e (a +a ) + 4 r ecc a 
_ e +- e + -d = e r - •, , 

e 6 „ ' r - 4a a 
e + -

where a , a are polarizabilities of positive and negative 

ions which form the molecule. The equilibrium inter-

nuclear distance, r , for BaCl was determined by the rela

tionship (23), 

r = a. . - b.. log F„ 
e i j  ^ 2' 

where F^ = 5.8893 x 10"^ |i u j  dynes/cm. 

In the above relationship U is the reduced mass 

and uu is the vibrational frequency of diatomic. a. . and 
e  i j  

b.. are parameters in the function. In this case a. . = 
ID v ID 

2.71; b^ = 1.09. The vibrational energy was calculated 

by using a two term formula 

E = (v+^)w _ (v+Js)2w x 
v e 2 e e' 
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where is the vibrational spacings in cm~^ and UJ
eXe the 

anharmonicity. The vibrational energy used in these 

calculations was the energy above the zero level. For the 

values of physical quantities used in the calculations, see 

Table 3. 

Table 3. Parameters Used in the Calculations on the Ba + 
KC1 Reaction 

Resonance 

r
e$) d(D) 

Emerge E 
as Used in 

London Formula 

a 
$3) 

c(io-60) 

erg-cm® IsT-i, weXe, 
(cm~l) 

K — — 1.6 eV 37.0 — — — 

KC1 3,0 10.48 6.55 eV 3.0 — 280.0 0.9 

Ba — 4.04 eV 34.0 — — — 

BaCl 2.588 9.21 7.75 eV 5.74 — 279.3 0.89 

Ba + KC1 — — — 4344.4 — — 

K + BaCl — — — 3814.0 — — 

*Ref. (24). 

The general procedure of calculation is as follows. 

First one assumes some values for an<^ calculates 

E, the total energy by using Equation (4.3). Using this 

value of E and for a given value of vf and one finds 

out Ef, the final energy of translation using Equation 

(3.3a). After knowing Ef(Jf), one calculates an upper 
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limit on &f; i.e., max, using Equation (3.5) and then 

consequently the number of states n( v^jE , j?, j? ) for all J? 
X z 

involved. The probabilities and cross sections follow 

directly. 

A lot of time has been spent on the development of 

a computer program to calculate Nf the total number of 

states. All calculations have been done on the CDC 6400. 

In the program all summations have been replaced by 

integrals and were calculated using the Gaussian quadrature 

method (25). Six points were found to be sufficient to 

evaluate the integrals. 

Results and Discussion 

The total number of states for any given reactive 

channel and for any given non-reactive channel 

increases as the initial translational energy increases and, 

for a given E^, are dependent on total angular momentum 9. 

The change in total number of states as a function of <?, the 

total angular momentum quantum number at E_^ = 0.085 eV is 

shown in Fig. 7. This theory predicts that as the initial 

translational energy is increased the fraction of total 

states available for reactive scattering Nr/^Nr+Nnr^ de~ 

creases. Since the reactive cross section is dependent on 

this fraction, the reactive cross section also decreases. 

The reactive cross section, a drops to almost half when 

translational energy is increased from 0.06 eV to 0.40 eV 
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Ba+KCI 

N n r X10 

NrX IO 

100 200 300 
t  

400 

Fig. 7. Total number of states as a function of total 
angular momentum for the Ba + KCI reaction -
For the case E = E, .085 eV and I l max 

343, 
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(Fig. 8). The initial translational energy plays a very 

important role in deciding the value of total energy E since 

the vibrational and rotational contributions to E are very 

small. Moreover the value of also depends only on 
x max * * 

E^, and not on E, the total energy. The effect of initial 

vibrational energy is small and this does not produce a 

marked change in the value of the reactive cross section 

(Fig. 9). Since the final translational energy, Ef, is 

determined by the final vibrational and rotational energies, 

their contributions affect the value of the cross section. 

The effects of the final vibrational energy and the final 

rotational energy are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. As the 

vibrational energy is increased, the final translational 

energy decreases (Equation 4.3a) and therefore the cross 

section decreases. The cross section increases with the 

increase in rotational angular momentum quantum number and 

then falls off rapidly as Jf approaches J , the value of 

rotational angular momentum when A = 0. At this value of 

Jf, Ef becomes zero. 

It is possible to calculate the total reactive cross 

section for this model by a much simpler method (19). 

According to this model it is assumed that there is a 

critical impact parameter bQ such that collisions with 

b < b lead to complex formation and collisions with b > b 
o o 

do not; bQ is determined by the criterion that the particles 

be able to cross over the effective radial potential 
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Fig. 8. Cross section as a function of initial transla
tion 1 energy for the Ba + KCI reaction — the 

, . CTno reaction . , .. , £ ratio of —r , is plotted as a function of 
_ '--reaction ' ^ 
Ei* 
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CM 

Fig. 9. Effect of initial vibrational energy on the cross 
section for the Ba + KCI reaction — For the case 
E. = .085 eV; vf = 0. F is plotted as a function 
oi vi. 
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Ba+KCI 

20 

i85eV 

,15eV 

Vf 

Fig. 10. Effect of final vibrational energy on the cross 
section for the Ba + KCl reaction. 
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BclVKCI 

CM 

300 100 

Fig. 11. Effect of final rotational energy on the cross 
section for the Ba + KCl reaction. 
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barrier, 

V(r)eff = - C/r6 + Eb2/r2 

the attractive term being the long range dipole-induced 

dipole interaction. The condition 

E. = max V(r) 

leads to 

eff 

bQ = (27 C/4Ei)1/6. 

In order to compute the reactive cross section, one can use 

the following result (19): 

Or = TTb2 <Nr/(Nr+Nnr). (4.14) 

The total reactive cross sections were calculated using the 

above equation for the Ba + KC1 system. The results 

obtained by such calculations agree quite well with those 

obtained by the more laborious calculations done by summing 

over all angular momentum, final vibrational, and rotational 

states. Results are tabulated in Table 4. We have cal

culated the cross sections for the reactions of barium with 

KI, CsCl, and Csl on the basis of the simplified model. 

Results are shown in Table 5. 
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Table 4. Reactive Cross Section for the Ba + KC1 Reaction 
Calculated on the Simplified Statistical Model 

E±(eV) b (St) 
o 

N /(N + N ) 
r' r nr 

CTr from 
Eq. £4.14) 

(A2) 

or from 
Eq. £4.13) 

(A ) 

0.04 8.780 0.995 240.97 230.81 

0.06 8.208 0.992 209.96 201.28 

0.085 7.742 0.988 186.04 178.37 

0.15 7.047 0.973 151.80 146.09 

0.20 6.716 0.956 135.46 131.70 

0.30 6.274 0.925 114.39 112.17 

0.40 5.981 0.896 100.69 98.93 

1.02 5.117 0.767 63.09 60.59 

Table 5. Reactive Cross Section for the Reactions at E. = 
0.085 eV 

£ o 02 
System (erg-cm ) bQ (A) ar (A ) 

Ba + KI 5250 8.0 196 

Ba + KC1 4340 7.7 186 

Ba + Csl 6360 8.3 198 

Ba + CsCl 4560 7.8 180 



CHAPTER 5 

DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION 

General Formulation of the Statistical Theory 

The differential cross section for the formation of 

a final state, f, from an initial state, i, in the CM is 

related through the T-matrix by the relationship (26) 

4 2 
dCT - tr-lr l<b VJT|a W2 6<Eb-Ea>do, (5.D 

i i 

where a is the channel index for the incoming state and b 

is the index for the outgoing channel; a and b consist of 

all quantum numbers defining a single state; E& and Efe are 

the total initial and final energies; na and n^ are unit 

vectors in the initial and final directions of motion, 

respectively. E^ is the initial translational energy and 

is the initial reduced mass of the system. 

By expanding na and n^ in terms of the eigenfunctions 

of angular momentum. Equation (5.1) can be written as 

o-rAx.2 » +Z_C » +£. 
da = g£-|- | E E £ Z 1 <n.U m > 

i i 1^=0 m,=-lc £.=0 m.=-jG. D r 

f f f 1 XI 

X <l_m.eE. b|T U.m.E a> 
f f b 1 1 i l a 

• (4.m. |n > |26 (E -E )dn. (5.2) 
X X a. D a 

55 
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Choosing ri to lie along Z-axis, we can write 
a 

(2H.+1) , 

<Vllfia> - r—5o, <5-3«> 

and 

mf 
(njJ^n^) = Yj0t(6/$). (5.3b) 

Substituting these values in Equation (5.2)# we get 

d a  -57T7 li i? "V 1 1* Yif ( 9.«> 
1 1 f' f 1 f 

. (i-m-E. b |T | jfc.OE a> |2 S(E,-E )dQ. (5.4) 
f f b 1 a b a 

To evaluate this equation explicitly, one requires the 

knowledge of the magnitude and phase of each non-zero 

matrix element. If the system is strongly coupled, the 

phases will be large and will vary very rapidly with small 

variations in total energy. It can be assumed that this 

variation is rapid enough such that the random phase 

approximation is justified. In this case, only the diagonal 

elements in Equation (5.4) survive, and we can approximate 

the square of the sum in Equation (5.4) by the sum of the 

squares, 

o 2 m r a 
<Hr>  <» i + 1 , l y i ! < 9 . , >l 2  

l l f' f l f 

• | <j0-m.fevb |t  u . o e  a> |2  6  ( e ,  - e  ) d n .  ( 5 . 5 )  
f f b l a b a 
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The scattering matrix S and matrix elements of 

operator T are related by the relationship 

Sba " 6ba = 

Using this relationship, we can rewrite Equation (5.5) in 

terms of S-matrix as 

d0 = (2^E7'^A, (2ii+l)|Y^(0,»)|2 

1 1 f' f 1 f 

' l<Sba"6ba>|2:)8<Eb-Ea)dn- (5"6) 

where S = (X.m -E. b | S 11. 0 E a). 
ba f f b ' l a 

This may be writtin in terms of the total cross 

section for reaction between well specified states as 

dc(flfb|af e )  =  .  s  | y / ( 9 , $ )  r  
f' f f 

• a( ,mfb |a ,E )d ft, (5.7) 

where cross section cr( 4fmfb |a,E) is given by 

2 
CTUfm b|a,E) = (2^£ )[^ (2^+1) | <Sba-6ba> |2]. (5.8) 

i i i 

Equation (5.7) gives the differential cross section da at a 

given angle in the center of mass for a specified internal 

state. The total intensity of the products at a given 

angle in the center of mass can be obtained by summing over 

the internal states of the product, b. 



I 
to tal 

(Q|a,E) = E da( n#b |a,E). 
b 

In Equation (5.8) the sum over runs over all states, the 

S-matrix element will be zero unless conservation conditions 

are satisfied, and initial and final states can be con

nected by the same intermediate complex. Moreover, the S-

matrix element connects the initial channel a, the 

reactants with specified internal states, to the final 

channel b, the products with specified internal states. In 

other words, if we use the language of the statistical 

theory, these matrix elements are supposed to be calculable 

as products of the cross section for formation of a strong 

coupling complex of angular momentum $,$ and the proba-

bility of its decomposition into products with specified 

internal states. The sum over all intermediate complexes 

accessible to both reactants and products then gives the 

cross section cr( 4fmfb |a,E) in Equation (5.8). Thus we can 

where P is the probability of decomposition of the inter-

the formation of the complex. We assume further that all 

accessible states are equally likely to occur, i.e., 

write 

(5.9) 

mediate complex, and |a,E) is the cross section for 
z 
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P(*fmfb| m z <E)= N( / > e )  x  q(Vfb^^z'E)' (5'10) 

where function q is defined as 

q(a|p) = l if state ot is accessible from state 3, 

= 0 otherwise. (5.11) 

N is the total number of states accessible from the complex, 

Ha,E> qUfmfb|#,J!z'E)' (5-12) 

where the sum runs over all internal states of reactants 

and products. N($,E) does not depend on $ since the number 

of states available for the decomposition of the complex can 

not, in field free space, depend on the orientation of the 

complex. Figure 6 indicates the region of allowed (JX.) 

space for a given $ and E. 

Consider the second factor in Equation (5.9)—the 

cross section cr($,$ |a,E) for the formation of intermediate 
z 

complex from reactants with specified internal states. This 

is given by 

oUJ la,E) = (^-) £ <2* +1) 
i i i 

q(<M K, o , a , E )  

nU.jP,a,E) ' (5.13) 

where n(, a , E ) is a normalizing constant which is the 

total number of states of the complex (defined by $,9 ) 

formed from the state |i,0,a,E), Thus, 
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nU.,0,a E) = q(MzIV0'a'E), 
z 

where q is defined in Equation (5.11). The criteria which 

define whether a given state of reactants or products is 

accessible from a specified state ($,<? ) of the complex, or 
z 

vice versa, are given by 

1. The total angular momentum $ and its zth component 

9 must be conserved, i.e., 
z 

|j_x| 
|j+4| > 9 > max { (5.14) 

" " 

and 

9 = * + J , 
z z  Z ' 

where J is the rotational angular momentum of the 

diatomic molecule, J its zth component, and SL is 
z 

the orbital angular momentum. The above conditions 

must be satisfied for both reactants as well as 

products. 

2. The translational energy of the system be such that 

it can cross over the potential energy barrier. The 

potential V(r) for a neutral-neutral system is 

expressed as, say for reactant channel, 

C SL. ( SL. +l)tt2 

V (r) «=--§•+ ——^5 . (5.15) 
Cl D r\ , , £* 

r 2 n r 

The first term on the right side gives the contributions 

from dipole-induced dipole attraction, and dispersion; the 
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second term is due to orbital angular momentum. The re

quirement that translation energy, , must exceed the 

maximum of this potential yields 

I. U, +l)fi2 < 6 |i. cy3(E./2)2/3. (5.16a) 
X X "™ 1 a X 

Similarly, one can write for the product channel, 

AfUf+l)fi2 < 6 \if c£/3(Ef/2)2/3, (5.16b) 

where the translational energy, Etr, is given by 

E _ E - J( - E - Q. (5.17) 
tr 2 u r2 Vlb 

o o 

In the above expression Q is the exothermicity of the 

reaction (for reforming reactants, Q = 0). is the 

reduced mass, rQ is the inter-nuclear separation, and 

is the vibrational energy of the diatomic molecule. Thus 

Thus for a fixed J., and J. Equation (5.13) becomes 
X X  X  z  

_/ n n I t-i \ , TTh' » m^X (2 A. +1) 
\a,Z) = (2(i.E. )£.=sjeS. (j?,a) 1 

11 l min ' 

( 9 , s l )  

6(J. - 9  )  
• ,[i"o;.E) • (5-i8) 

where limits on 4 are obtained from the two criteria dis

cussed above and are given by 

Lmax(a,E) 
I 
max 

(<?,a) = min { \$+j. | (5.19) 
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and 

I . (j? a) = \$ - J. |. 
mm ' ' 1 1 

When J\ = 0, the sum over in Equation (5.18) reduces to 

a single term and limits reduce to 

L (a E) 
max ' 

_ V & , a / = lllJ.Il (. n 
max 9 # 
& _ (<?fa) = min { max ma v 9 

and 

W'.»> - '• 
Lmax^a,E^ s 5^ven ky Equation (5.16a). Under these condi

tions 4.=A. = 4 = L = j? and Equation (5.18) becomes 
l min max max Q ^ 

»(*.*,!•.«> = (̂ 1-) (2 Lmax + 1). 

nU 0fa,E) in Equation (5.18) is given by 

n( i. ,0,a E) = j? - $ . 
i' ' ' max mm 

or 

IVJil 
»<

l
±fi.Ji-vi'E) = l\+Ji' - raax f |j. |+1* 

+ 1 is included in order to satisfy the boundary condition, 

i.e., when J\ = 0, n( , 0, , E) = 1, and Equation (5.18) 

can be written in simplified form as 

-*2 ^max'^'3' (2 A. +1) 
G(SJ la.E) = (-5^V). S 2H.E. ' 1 . (<?,a) |£. -J. I 

1 1 min (U.+jJ-maxC^ V+ 1 

(5.20) 

i i 1 L |J. 
I  1 Z  
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We note from the above equations that the cross section for 

the formation of a complex of given 9 is determined not by 
z 

the entire range of $ but by the range of J. , i.e., in the 
X z 

complex the entire zth component of the angular momentum is 

determined by the zth component of the initial rotation of 

the diatomic. Since 

i? = J. + I. U. = 0) 
Z 1Z 1Z xz 

= Jiz 

The cross section for decomposition into state |b,-2f,mf) is 

not independent of mf. This, of course, leads to the final 

distributions which are symmetric about tt/2 but not iso

tropic in the center of mass. 

We are interested in the calculation of 

a(v,, J,, J— v., J., J. ), the cross section which depends 
f' f' fz 1' 1' xz ' ^ 

only on v, J, and J . For this Equation (5.10) can be re-
z 

written as 

• "<^Jzlvi,J:L,Jlz,E) 

*fmax 0<Mjv 4,J ,,J. ,E> 

= ' I  » 

where limits on are: 

8 . =0 °mxn 

& = J. + L (a E) ; 
'max x max ' ' 
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limits on m^ are: 

$ = J. + & • = J_ + — J_ + m_, 
1 Z  I Z  fz fz fz f' 

(since &. = m. =0; 4 = ), 
1Z 1 ' fz f ' 

•*. m, = J. — J _ . 
f I Z  f z 

For a given value of J. and J_ , £ reduces to a single 
^ iz fz' nif ^ 

term, and can be used to define limits on 

By combining Equations (5.20) and (5.21), we get 

2 
J-r, J- v. J. J. ) = E . T > ]> „ \ • (v1^ • ) 

f' f' fz i' i' iz Jf N(,y,E) i 

(2£. + 1) 

| Ji. -J. | ' 
1 ( U- +J. l-max { 1 1 + 1 

1  1  | J .  1 iz 1 

and differential cross section dcr(0) can be expressed as 

da T T  T  T  (^) / "ft 2  
UU V ,  J •<— V .J.J. = ( 

f f fz i i iz 2|J.E. ) \ N(J,E) 
li ' 

(2 4.+1) mf , 
• : : ,2 k/r. (5.22) 

1 (Ui+J. |-max { V^ + ± f f 

ljiz' 

This is the most significant expression which will be used 

for the calculation of the differential cross section. The 

differential cross section dependent only on J^, the 

rotational angular momentum of final diatomic molecule, 

can be written as 
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dcr(Jf,0) _ (2j\i) Vf^J d C T  v  J  J  ( 9 )  

r. f' f' fZ 1' 1' 1Z 
f z 

(5.23) 

and 
dJ 

da(Ef, 0) = da(Jf|0) g-i 

where Ef is final translational energy. From Equation 

(5.17) 

dJ^ 2 U r2 I, 
f o o f 

dEf (2Jf+l)ti2 (2Jf+l)fi2 

where 1^ is the moment of inertia of the final diatomic 

molecule. 

.*. do(E 0) = da(Jf,0) —j . (5.24) 
t X (2J +l)fi 

Spherical Harmonics: Y™(0,$) 

The exact quantum mechanical expression for eval

uating spherical harmonics is given by (27) 

. P^(cos9) (5.25) 

where P^(cosQ), the associated legendre polynomial, is 

given by 

~m, n\ / v-2+m (4+m)I P.(cos9) = (-) —* (sxno) 
1  2 ilU-m)I 

i d \ &—m^ . q \ 2 4 
!T' (sino) d cost) 
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If Equation (5.25) is used for the calculation of spherical 

harmonics, the limits on 4 and m while summing the expres

sion for differential cross section will be as follows. 

Limit on 
L a (b E) max ' 

'fmax " min { |#+Jf 

I -  .  = 
fmxn 1 f ' 

(5.26) 

Limit on m: 

since $ - +J. = X +j_ 
z iz IZ fz fz 

or $ = J. = m^+J, (as •£. = m. =0 and 
z iz f fz xz i  

I  = m, 
f z f 

or m,. = J. -J, (5.27) 
f xz f z 

Jfz can take values from +Jf to -Jf For a given value of 

J. , m_ can take values from J. -J,. to J. +J^. Moreover 
iz' f iz f iz f 

rn,. can also take values from -A to + 4 . 
f f f 

Limits on mf are given by 

J. +J, 
iz f 

(m.) ^ = min { ,f 
I ITlcLX f 

j. -jj. 
I Z  f  

(m,.) . = max { t 
f min 

But this quantum mechanical expression (Equation 5.25) for 

the calculation of spherical harmonics is not very handy 

when one sums over all 4's and m's using Gaussian quadrature 
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technique. For this we have used a classical expression 

which was derived by the WKB method. According to that, 

,m. Y^(0f§) can be given by (28) 

¥*(0,1) S TT~1exp(im$) (l-U2-z2)-^ 

• [ cos[ ( &+% ) Jtl-x2 )~^( l-U2-x2 )^dx - (4+m)-^] 

(5.28) 

where z=cos0, and l»l. In ^ = 0 plane, Equation 

(5.28) becomes 

Y™(0,O) = 

cos 
1 

[ ( ̂+^)J (1-x2) 1( l-t-i2-x2 )^dx- ( 4+m)y] 

n (1-H2 - z2)* 

or 
i2 Iy™( e,o) r 

cos2[(&+h)f(1-x2)"^(l-U2-x2)^dx-(4+m)y3 (5.29) 
_1 0 

TT2 (1 - n2 - z2)^ 

Replacing the square of cosine term by its average value 

Equation (5.29) becomes 

\YmA 0,0) 
A% ' 2TT2 (1-M2-Z2)^ 

•x—r (5.30) 
2 Q\H 2tt (l-(m/4) - cos 9)"^ 

If the above classical expressions are used to calculate 

spherical harmonics, limits on !< and m while summing will 

be as follows. 
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Limits on •£: 

From Equation (5.30) we get 

1 - ̂ 5* - cos^ 9 > 0 

or 4^(l-cos^9) > m^ 

o -»v m or * > 
(1-cos^ 9)^ 

i.e., H . = m/(l-cos^9^ = 9 min ' m cosec 
min 

L ^ (b E) 
max ' 

and ^max = min { U-rU • 

Limits on m: 

Limits on can be obtained from Equation (5.27) as 

m_ = J. - Jj. 
f iz f z 

which yields for a given value of J. , 
1  4 

Moreover, 

(mj . = J. - J. 
f mxn iz f 

( m_j-) = J. + Jjr. 
f max xz f 

9  >  Uf - J
f 

or < $ + Jf 

m 
and I > yTT '< 

f (1-cos 9) 

so one can write 
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2 
2 ̂  .2 ^ mf li?+j_r > > 

f (l-cos^9) 

Similarly, 

or MF  < (J?+JF) (L-COS^)"2  

or mf < U+Jf I sin 9 

(^+Jf)sin 9 

(mr) „ = min { , T ,, » 
f max (J. +J.-) 

xz x 

9 > Uf - J
f I 

if < (I + Jf) 

or mf > - (.$ + Jf) sin 9 

-(j!+Jf)sin 9 

(m,.) . = max { T T 
r min J. — J, 

IZ f 

In order to check the accuracy of Equation (5.30), which has 

been used in our calculations, a sample run was made for the 

calculation of 

by using (a) Equation (5.25), the exact quantum mechanical 

expression, and (b) Equations (5.29) and (5.30) for a case 

where L (a,E) = 100, JT = 50, J. = 10, 9 = 50, and 
max ' ' f ' iz ' ' 

9 = 30°. The values obtained are 770.37, 721.02, and 719.39 

respectively, which looks quite good as the calculations 

done with Equation (5.30) were quite fast and saved a lot 

of computer time. Moreover the replacement of the square 
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of cosine term by its average value (%) does not affect our 

results as shown by above calculation. 

Now the final expression for the differential cross 

section da(Jb#9) can be written as 

d°(J 6) = [2h.e. (2J.+1)- | N(«y,E) JE (2^+1) 
11 l * ' 1Z 1 

*1  ̂ o 

|Y/(9,0)|2 

U.-J. I mf *f ' *£ 
( | i>. +J. |-max { 1 x +1) (5.31) 

J. 1 IZ ' 

and da(Efl 9) as 

do(Ef.e) =[rsrl- t j? i? <"i+l> 
u i i  l  M ' I Z l  

S ,S |Y/(6,0) |21 ? . 
U.-J. | mf f f J (2J +1 )fi 

( U.+J. |-nax { ,x V+l) f 

1 1 J-
12 (5.32) 

Equation (5.32) will give differential cross section as a 

function of Eff the relative final translational energy and 

9, the angle at which products scatter after the reaction 

in the center of mass. In order to compare the results 

obtained by this theory with the experimental results 

obtained in the laboratory, the angular distribution as 

predicted by this theory in the laboratory is required. A 

detailed discussion on CM —>• LAB conversion can be seen 
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elsewhere (13), but the main relationship is given by 

ILAB (v»0) = (u} ICM(u'0)' 

where v is the LAB velocity and u is the velocity of the 

product in the CM. For this conversion we need dcr(u,0), 

which is given by 

as 
da(u,0) =da(Ef,0) • (-g~> (5.33) 

since E = and M-^-V = M u (in CM) 
f f f f f ' 

** f ~ 2 f ( ' 

On differentiating Ef with respect to u, we get 

fk _ "i 
9u u£ 

u • 

where Vf is the final relative velocity, is the reduced 

mass of final atom-diatomic system, u is the velocity in 

the CM, M is the mass of the product, and 0 is the angle 

in the LAB system where the products scatter after the 

reaction. Equation (5.33) can be written as 

M2 

da(u, 9) = da(E 0) . (5.34) 
r nf 

Calculations were done by the procedure discussed in 

Chapter 4. dcr(E^,0) were calculated at four angles: 10°, 

30°, 45°, and 80°. The plots of do(E^ 0) against E^ were 

found to be quite smooth curves. 



In order to use da(Ef,9) in the CM —> LAB transformation 

program, we need a mathematical expression which can 

generate these curves at all angles, i.e„, a distribution 

function is required in Ef or u as a function of 9. For 

this we assume a two dimensional linear extrapolation in 9 

and Ef as 

(E -E 2 (9-62) 
dCT(Ef<0) =TE-£l-E£2)(ei-92) da(E£l,9l) 

(E 1-E ) ( 9-92) 
+ (Efl-Ef2)(6l-S2) df7<Ef2'9l) 

(E -E 2) ( 91-0) 

+ (Efl_Ef2)( 61-02) dCT(Ef1,92) 

(E 1-E ) ( 9l_ 9) 

+ (Ef 1-Ef 2 ) ( 01-92) da(Ef2» 02) 

where values of E£ and 9 lie between (E£l and E£2) and 

(01 and 02 ). 

The calculation for the differential cross-section 

da(E ,9) has been done for four systems, namely reactions of 

barium with chlorides and iodides of potassium and cesium. 

The values of the physical quantities used in these cal

culations are listed in Tables 6 and 7. 

Results 

From Equation (5.17) we see that for a given E, the 

total energy and vf, the final vibrational quantum number, 

the final translational energy Ef is directly related to 

the final rotational quantum number J£. The differential 



Table 6. Values of Physical Constants 

73 

£• kcals 
d2 
D 

E as used in 
London Formula 

eV a (A3) 

Ba 4.036C 34.0 

K 1.61 45.2(29) 

Cs 1.45(31) 63.3(30) 

Ba+ 

K+ 

2.70 

0.9 

Cs+ 2.5 

CI" 3.0 

I" 7.0 

KI 3.0478(22) 78.5 11.05 6.041b 5.567 

CsCl 2.91 105.5 10.38 6.17b 4.5 

BaCl 2.588 115.0 9.21 7.75b 4. 70a 

Csl 3.32 81. 5 12.1 5.660b 7.167a 

Bal 3.0 88.0 11.25 7.0 9 8b 7.367 

2 
aEstimated as (aMX = aM+ + "3 ax~ ̂ • 

^Estimated as E..„ = (I. P. of M + dissociation 
v MX I 

energy of MX). 

c 2 
For a 6S —6S 7P resonance line. 
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Table 7. Vibrational Frequency 

iuo 
cm ^ 

IU X e e 
cm-1 

KI 186.53 0.574 

CsCl 214.2 0.74 

Csl 119.2 0.254 

Bal 154.0(32) 0. 31a 

BaCl 279.3 0.89 

aOur estimate. 



cross section dcr(Ef,vf,9) or da(J^,v^,9) for a given value 

of vf and 9 is plotted against E^ for the four systems in 

Figs. 12, 13, 14, and 15. One can see that as the vibra

tional quantum number v^ increases, the area under the 

curve decreases. This appears reasonable since an increase 

in vibrational energy decreases the translational energy of 

the products and, therefore, the cross section. The 

differential cross section dcr(Ef,9) is obtained by summing 

of drr(Ef,vf,9) over all possible vf and is plotted against 

Eg for different values of 9 in Figs. 16, 17, 18, and 19. 

The data on these figures are used to obtain the LAB 

distribution of the product atom or diatomic. The LAB 

distributions are shown in Figs. 20, 21 22, 23, and 24. 

Notice that each distribution is characterized by two peaks. 

Computer program used is listed in Appendix B. 
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"O 

CB 0.4 
eV E 

Fig. 12. da(Ef,vf,9)(A /str) plotted against Ef> the final 
relative translational energy for = 0, 5, 
and 8 for the Ba + KC1 reaction. 
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Ba+CsCI 0=45' 
Jj=50^=0 

CM 4 

"O 

o2 
Fig. 13. dcr(Ef t vf, 9) (A /str) plotted against Ef< the final 

.  0.5. and 
/ st plotted against f 

relative translational energy for = 0, 5, and 
9 9 

translatio 1 for na energy v f / 9 

8 for the Ba + CsCl reaction. 
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0=80' 

J: r 50; V =0 

"D 

0.4 

Fig. 14. dcr(E£,v^, 6) (A /str) plotted against E^ the final 
relative translational energy for v^ = 0, 5, and 
8 for the Ba + KI reaction. 
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9=10" 
Ji=50;y=0 

Ba+Csl 

M=o 

o2 
Fig. 15. da(E^f,9)(A /str) plotted against the final 

relative translational energy for vf = 0, 5, and 
8 for the Ba + Csl reaction. 
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BO 

"O 

0 0.2 p̂.4 0.6 

«  ° 2  
Fig. 16. da(Ef 0)(A /str) plotted against E^f the final 

relative translational energy at angles 9 = 10 , 
30°, and 80° for the Ba + KCl reaction. 
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BaCsCI 

o 
x 

CD-

E, eV 
Fig. 17. da(E^,S)(A /str) plotted against E^f the final 

relative translational energy at angles 9 = 10°, 
30°, 45°, and 80° for the Ba + CsCl reaction. 
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Ba+KI 

0 

o2 
Fig. 18. do(E^;9)(A /str) plotted against Ef/ the final 

relative translational energy at angles 9 = 10c 

30 45 and 80° for the Ba + KI reaction. 
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Ba+Csl 

02 Ef eV 04 

Fig. 19. 
o2 

da( E f f9)(A /str) plotted against 
relative 
30 

translational 
45°. and 80° for the Ba + 

en erg;/ 
the final 

at angles 9 = 10c 

Csl reaction. 
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50 

O30 

20-

010 

90 135 45 
LAB ANGLE 0 

2 
Fig. 20. Laboratory distribution of K (expressed in cm / 

str) in Ba + KCl —> BaCl + K reaction — E. = 
0.085 eV; v± = 0; Ji = 50. 
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010 

4o 90 
LAB ANGLE 0 

° 2  
Fig. 21. Laboratory distribution of BaCl (expressed in A / 

str) in Ba + KC1 —> BaCl + K reaction —  E. = 
0.085 eV; v. = 0; J. = 50. 

' i  ' i  
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45" 9< 
LAB ANGLE 

13B 

Fig. 22. Laboratory distribution of Cs (expressed in cm / 
str) in Ba + CsCl —BaCl + Cs reaction — E. = 
0.085 eV- v. = 0; J. = 50. 1 
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6 -

O 2 

45 
LAB ANGLE © 

Fig. 23. Laboratory distribution of K (expressed in cm / 
str) in Ba + KI —=> Bal + K reaction •— E. = 
0.085 eV; v± = 0; J± = 50. 1 
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LU1 0 

O 5 

90 45' 
LAB ANGLE 0 

Fig. 24. Laboratory distribution of Cs (expressed in cm / 
str) in Ba + Csl —Bal + Cs reaction — E. = 
0.085 eV; = 0; J\ = 50. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this work has been to study the 

crossed molecular beam reactions whose exothermicities lie 

in the intermediate range. For this, the reactions of 

barium with the chlorides and iodides of potassium and 

cesium have been studied. 

Angular distribution data, experimentally obtained 

for the reactions of barium with potassium chloride, cesium 

chloride, and potassium iodide, have provided a better 

understanding of these reactions. Experimental results 

indicate that these reactions belong to the osculating 

category, which means that the lifetime of the intermediate 

complex formed in these reactions must be in the region of 

2-3 rotational periods as has been observed in similar 

reactions. Moreover, the lifetime of these complexes 

follow the order 

[BaKCl]+ > [BaCsCl]"1" > [BaKl]* 

as has been determined by the best fit of parameters in an 

assumed CM function. 

Theoretical studies on these reactions have also 

been carried out in order to estimate the total cross 

section and expected angular distribution. For this we 

89 
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have used the statistical theory suggested by Pechukas et 

al. (10) and White and Light (11). This theory has pre

dicted a fairly accurate angular distribution of products 

for reactions which proceed via long-lived complexes. We 

have used this theory to test whether it is possible to 

extend it to predict results for osculating reactions. 

For the calculation of cross sections, we have 

followed the procedure suggested by Pechukas et al. (10). 

The numbers obtained for the cross sections appear reason

able. 

For the calculation of the angular distributions 

we have essentially followed their theory but have used a 

somewhat different approach. The places where we have 

incorporated the simplifications are: 

1. They have obtained the differential cross section 

as a function of final orbital angular momentum, 

and its zth component, mf, da(iffm^) and have 

used this function in the transformation of data 

from the center of mass coordinate to the laboratory 

coordinate. We have done this part in a simple way 

by obtaining differential cross sections as a 

function of final rotational quantum number, Jf, or 

as a function of the relative translational energy 

of the products, Ef. This is a better function 

because we can measure or select these quantities in 
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an experiment. Moreover, the function dcr(Ef,9) can 

be used easily in the center of mass —laboratory 

program. 

2. We have used a classical expression for the calcula

tion of spherical harmonics which gives fairly 

accurate results at large values of A. 

We have tried to explore this theory in more detail 

than White and Light (11), and have developed a computer 

program to calculate differential cross sections in the 

center of mass. 

The angular distributions obtained from this theory 

do not agree with the experimental data. This is not due 

to the changes made in the calculation procedure by us, but 

due to the assumptions made in the theory itself. One of 

the limitations of this theory is that it will always 

predict a center of mass distribution symmetric about tt/2. 

This is due to the random phase approximation which made 

the differential cross section directly proportional to 

|y™(0,$) | and which will always lead to a symmetric distri

bution about tt/2. This approximation was made to solve 

the problems which arise in evaluating the off-diagonal 

terms in the T-matrix. 

Though this theory was not very successful for the 

prediction of angular distributions, it may be able to 

predict the energy distribution of products at a given 



angle. In order to test this possibility the products must 

be analyzed with a velocity selector. Further, velocity 

analyzed data will give insight into the partitioning of 

total available energy in the products. We have not 

pursued that aspect in this investigation. 



APPENDIX A 

CALCULATION OF POLARIZABILITY 

There are a number of simple formulas (33) available 

for the calculation of the polarizability of atoms or ions, 

but these are restricted to the closed shell structure, 

e.g., Na , He, Ar, K , etc., and when applied to the case 

of Ba+(6S"''), lead to absurd results. The method used here 

is based on the concept of a quantum effect. In an electric 

field F an atom or ion becomes polarized, the center of 

charge of the electrons being shifted with respect to that 

of the nucleus. The electric moment of the induced dipole 

is <XF, where ot, is the polarizability of the atom or ion. 

2 
The polarization energy is -%a.F . 

In the Ba atom ( 6S^), the valence core (Ba+) 

© 
is polarized in the field -(—?) of the valence electron. 

r 
e 2 

Thus the polarization energy is equal to —^r) , and the 

energy needed to remove the electron to infinity, W, is 

given by (34) 

2 2 2 2 2 —z— 
W = _ z e - (JL) (A. 1) 

2a (n-A) 2a n rq 
o o 

where A is the quantum defect. Rewriting Equation (A.l): 

93 
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or 

2 2 2 2 „ 2 T 
IT z e z e ae . 1 , 

~ 271 2T~2 " ~ 2 ~ 2 V4 2a n (1- —) 2a n r 
on o 

22 ao 2 2 „ 2 -=— 
z e _A j-2 _ z e cce (_1_) 

9= r,2 n o-, 2 2 4 2a n 2a n * 
o o 

As ̂  < 1, higher powers of ̂  in the expansion will be « 1 

and can be neglected: 

2 2  o A  2  2  „  2  —  
z e (i+ 2A) _z_e_ _ Oe (J^} 

V n ' . 9 V A ' > 2 n 2 2 4 2a n 2a n r 
o o 

or 3 a.a n -=— 
A = —2__ (J^). (A. 2 ) 

2 z r 

Since quantum mechanical average 

<"7» C<"7> - J*T- "*dT] 
r r r 

is given by (34, p. 32) 

3 4r, Z(Ul)i 
-T-  ̂Z [1- -J J 
(_L) _ 2 In- # (A. 3) 
r4 a4n3 ( *+|) < A+l) U-f^s) U-Jj) A 

Substituting this value of (-^r) in Equation (A. 2) we get 
r 

3az2 [1- A ( 3  

A = - 3N 

4 a3 (Jt-32)l(je-tJ2)(jl+l)(i+|) 
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or 

4 a3 A* (Jt-is) (je-fJj ) U+l) ( £+!) 
a _ 2 — .  (a.4) 

3 z2[l- 3 
3n 

In order to calculate the polarizability: (a) calculate A 

with Equation (A.l) using known values of W from spectra; 

(b) the value of A calculated from step (a) may be used to 

calculate a with the help of Equation (A.4) since all other 

parameters are known. 

The only limitation with this method is that one 

can not calculate for S-electrons (4=0), for which Equation 

(a.4) gives a = 0. 

For barium atom (see Table 8), sample calculation 

for A (6S2 —> 6S1): 

2 2 
W = 

2a (n-A)2 
o 

—10 —8 
In this case. z  =  1 ,  e=4.8x 10" esu, a = 0.528 x 10 cm 

' ' o 
-12 

W = 8.304 x 10 ergs, n = 6. Substituting these values in 

the above equations, we get 

(n-A)2 = 2. 6274 

n - A = 1.62 

A = 4.38. 

The quantum defect A calculated by this method agrees very 

well with the values reported in the literature (31, p. 182) 

as shown in Table 9. 
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Table 8. Transition Energies for Ba Atom 

Initial 
Configuration 

Final 
Configuration 

Energy 
Required* 

W (for a 6S1 

Configuration) 
x  1 0 e r g s  

6S2(1S) 6S1(1 V 5.19 ev 8.304 

6S2 6S16P 1(1P ) 
o 

5537.01 A 4.714 

6S2 es-^p VP ) 
o 

3072.47 A 1.839 

6 S2 6S18P VP ) 
o 

2786.10 A 1.176 

*Ref. (35). 

Table 9. Quantum Defect for Ba + 

Configuration 
Calculated 

A n* A = (n - n*) 

6 S 4 .38 1.615 4.385 

6P 3 .85 2.139 3.861 

7P 3 .556 3.402 3.598 

8P 3 .69 4. 67 3.33 



The values of polarizability as calculated using 

Equation (A.4) are given in Table 10; Mean value of ot for 

+ -24 3 
Ba = 2.697 x 10 cm , which appears to be reasonable as 

the reported values for the polarizability of the Ba atom 

and Ba++ ion are 34 x 10~2^crn3 (36) and 1.7 x 10~2^cm3 (37) 

respectively. 

Table 10. Polarizability of Ba+ 

Initial 
Configuration 

Final 
Configuration A 24 

A X 10 * 

6S2 6S1 4.38 — 

6S2 6S16P1 3.85 2.90 cm"* 

6 S2 es-^p1 3.556 2.65 cm3 

6S2 6S18P1 3.69 2.74 cm3 

3.33(31, p. 182) 2.467 cm3 



APPENDIX B 

LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM USED IN THE CALCULATION 
OF ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTS 

98 
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PROGRAM STMOO 73/73 OPT=l FTN «».0»P357 

PROGRAM STMOO «INPUT,OUTPUT.PUNCH)  
C  CALCULATION USING STAT MODEL (  A tRC =  QE*F  )  
C  G=MASS.R= INTERATOMIC D ISTANCE(A) .H  =  V  L I .FREO.  (1 /CM)  
C  OEL=EXOTHERMICITY(EV) ,Q= I .P .OR RES.ENEFGY(EV1  

5 C PO=POLARIZAn iL ITY(A3) ,D IP=n IPOLEMOMENT10)  
COMMON /LEG/X£3(73 ) ,W£"J<73)  
COMMON G l .G2 ,GP,E l .C l .C2 .0ELT t Wl ,W2,U3,Wi . ,R ltR2 ,A I ,AN,GI  
COMMON FACT,FACT! ,  FACT2  
COMMON I 1 . I 2 .ET  

10 OIMENSION SUMAK(B) ,SUMRK(S) ,TH(15 I  
O IMENSION S IGTH2(100)«S IGTH1(100)  
REAL LMXF,LF1 ,LF2 ,LF11 ,LF12  
REAL I 1 . I 2 . J I  
REAL MB1.MB2 

15 REAL J IZ ,LA2 ,LA1 ,LMXI ,JFZ . I IM  
REAL J IZ1 .J IZ2  
FACT=1 .05<«E-27  
A I=1.0E -09  
FACT1 =1 .9863E-16  

20 AN=6 . 02252E*23  
FACT2=1.6E -12  

77 READ 10 ,GA,GB,GC,GO,GE,GF,R1 ,I>2  
READ 20.Wl.W2 . r f 3 ,W. ,E .0EL  
REAO 30,OA,OSC.a3E,OF 

25 REAO < .O.POA,POOC,POOE,POF ,OIPaC .O IPDE 
10 FORMAT (4F10«t»l 
20 FORMAT (6F10.I.) 
30  FORMAT | i ,F10 . i » )  
40  FORMAT Ce>F10 .< . )  

30 El =E»FACT2 
EI -23 .06*E  
OELT =OEL *FACT2 
G1 *GA»«GC»G9> /  tGA«-G3»GC)  
G2 =GF*<GD»GE) / (GO*GE*GF)  

35 GP =GO*GE/ (GO»GE)  
G I  =G8*GC/ (G9 tGC)  
12  = IGP/4N)» IR2*A I )» *2  
I I  =«CI /AN)» (R1»AI ) * *2  
U *0.0 

<>0  T l  =0 .5 *Wl -0  .25« r f2  
EU »«U*0 .5 ) *H l - ( (U+0 .5 )»»2 ) 'W2-T1  
EU =EU*FACT1 
J I  =50 .  
ET =E1*EU*J I * ( J IH )»FACT*FACT/ (2 .0 * I1 )  

< t5  CA=1 . 5 *1A*4BC/  (QA»Q3C)«FACT2 'POA*POqC*AI *»6  
CB *POAMOIPBC)* *2*1 .0E-60  
CI *CA*C3  
CA1 =1 .5*QF*Q0E/ (QOE *QF) "FACT2"POF»POOE*A I *  " 6  
CB1 *POFMOIPOF»*2 ) *1 .0E-60  

50  C2 =CA1»CJ I  
TLM1=(€ .0 *G1 /ANMC1** (1 .0 /3 .0 )>M0.5»E l>* * t2 .0 /3 .0> )  
LMXI=S0«T ITLM1I / (FACT)  
PRINT 1500  

1500  FORMAT C22H 3A»CSI  STAT CALC.  )  
55  PRINT 1501  

1501 FORMAT(XXXXXX3HG1=6<JHG2=6X3HGP=6X1HGI=10X5HLMXI=>  
PRINT 15 ,G l ,G2 ,GP,GI ,LMXI  
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PROGRAM STMOO 73 /73  0PT =  1 FTN «» .?»P357  

15  FORMAT (< tF lQ .< . .F15.<»l 
PRINT 1021  

60  1021  FORMAT(XXXXXXXXX3HC1=9X3MC2=I  
PRINT 221 .C1 .C2  

221  FORMAT l2E15 .< t>  
AK1  =0 .0  
AK2  =  L  MX I * J I  

65  NEQ =6  
NEQO =  (NEQ*  INEQ- l )  1 /2  
IF  IDELT.NE.O.  0 )  GO TO 85  
PRINT 160  0  

1600  FORMAT(30H NO REACTION <BA*CSI=BA*CSI )  )  
70  DO 70  IEQ =  1»NEQ 

NEQI  =NEQ0* IEQ 
AK =0  -  5 * IAK2-AK1 I *XEO(HEQI I *0 .5 * IAK2*AK1>  
SUHAK ( IEO)=SUMT1IA< .E2 .VX> 

70  CONTINUE 
75  IF  (OELT.EQ.O.0 )  GO TO 77  

85  NEQ =6  
NEQO = (NEQ* INEQ- l J» /2  
PRINT 1601  

1601  FORMAT(27H PEACTION IBA»CSI=3AI»CS» > 
SO 00  87  I£Q= 1 .  NEQ 

NEQI  =NEQ0» IEQ 
AK =0 .5»  t  AK2-AK1)  *XEQINEQI )  •0 .5» (AK2*AK l t  
SUMBK ( IEQ>=SUMTHAK,E2 ,VX)  

87  CONTINUE 
85  OATAIS IGTH2I I I . 1=1 ,291 /0.0 .0. 0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0  

l«0. 0 ,Q .0 .0 .0 .0 . i i . 0 .0,0. 0 ,0 *0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .Q  
2.0.0.0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0*0/ 

V =0 .0  
T2  =0 .5 *W3-0  .25*W<.  

90 16 EV = <V +  0 .51*W3-UVt0 .5>* *2>*W<»-T2  
EY =EV*FACT1 
EC =ET-EV*OELT 
PRINT 11 .EC 

11 FORMAT IXX3HEC =  «E10 . *» )  
95  I J  =1  

E2  =0 .025  
E2 =E2*FACT2 

16 ETT= IET-E2-EV*OELT »*2 .0 *12 /<FACT*FACT)  
IF  IETT .LE .0 .0 )  GO TO i.i. 3  

100 JF  = t -1 .0 *SQRT I I .  0K. .0»ETT> 1 *0 .5  
IF IJF .EQ.OI  JF  =  1  
TLM2 =  16 .0 *G2 /AN* (C2*M1.0 /3. 0)1*10 .  5*E2>  •»  I  2 .  0 /3 .  OH 
LHXF =SQRT(  ILM21 /FACT 
P I  =3 .11 .159  

105  TH1  =  80 .0  
THETA =3 .1< .159 /1S0 .0»TH1 
Z  =COSITHET A I  
SUM =0 .0  
NEQ =6  

110  NEQO =  (NEQ*(NEQ- l> ) /2  
00  80  JEQ=1»  NEQ 
NEQJ =NEQ0»JEQ 
AK =0 .5 * (AK2-AK1) *XEQINEQJ1*0 .5 * IAK2+AK1)  
J IZ1  = -J I  



its 

120 

125 

130 

135 

ltO 

11.5 

150 

155 

160 

165 

170 

101 

PROGRAM STHOD 73/73 OPT= l  FTN t.0»P357 

j iz2 = j i  
sigjz =0.0 
niq =6 
NIQO =CNIQ»(N IQ- l I> /2  
DO <*<*  J IQ  =1 ,N IQ 
J IQJ  =NXQ0»J IQ 
j iz =0  .5MJ IZ2 -J IZ1 I  *XEQCJIQJ)+0 .5 *CJ IZ2»J IZ1>  
IFCJ I .EQ.0 .0 )  J IZ  =  0 .0  
ahb2 =  CAK*JF>  *Sa^T(1 .0-Z»Z) 
IFCAMB2.GT. (J IZ»JF I1  AM32  =J IZ+JF  
AMB1 =J IZ -JF  
IFCA3SCJ IZ -JF )  .GT .  t  (AK»JF I  «SQRT C1 . -Z*Z )  I  I  AMB1=- IA<«-JF |»  

1SQRTC l . -Z *Z»  
IFUJ IZ -JF I  .GT .0 .0 )  AM81  =J IZ -JF  
JQ *6  
jqo =«jq*( jq-iu/2 
sighs =0.0 
do 81 KQ=1 * JQ 
JOJ =JQ0*KQ 
AMS =0 .5« (AMB2-AMB1»•X6Q(J1J I *0 .5 * (AM92+AMB1I  
AHB.  =AOS (AMP)  
LF11  =AMB/SQRT C I  •  Q-Z  *Z )  
IFCJF .EQ.O)  GO TO " .6  
LF12  =A3SCAK-JF)  
LF1  =  LF l l  
IFaFll. LT .LF12)  LF1  =LF12  
LF2  =LMXF 
IFCLMXF.GT. (AK»JF) )  LF2=AK*JF  
IF (LF2 .LT . LF1) GO TO i»9 
NCO =6 
NCQO =ISCQ»(NCQ-ll)/2 
SIGL3 =0.0 
00 <*3 KCQ = 1,NCQ 
NCQK =NCQ0*KCQ 
alb =0 .5»CLF2-LF1) *XEQ(NCQK>•D.5»  CLF2»LF1)  
ylm =  1 .0 / (2 .0 *P I *P I *SQ^T(1 .0 - (AM)  /  AL3) * *2 -Z*Z ) )  

<i3 SIGLB =S IGL9  +  YLM»MfQ(NCa<) 
SIGL9  =  S IGLBMLF2-LF l ) /2 .0  

1.9 IFCLF2 .LT .LF1)  S IGLJ=3 .Q 
S IGHS =S IGMB*SIGL3 , WEQ(JQJ)  

81 CONTINUE 
IFCAf iB l .GT .AM02)  S IGMO=0.0  
S IGHB =S IGMB*CAMQ2-AM01) /2 .0  

It7 LAQ =6  
LA I  =ACS(AK-J I )  
LA2  =  L t«X I  
IF ILMXI .GT . (AK*J I )>  LA2=AK»J I  
SUHLA =0 .0  
LAGO =CLAQ»(LAQ-l)l/2 
DO 86 LQ = 1»LAQ 
LAQK =LAJ0*La 
ali  =  0 .S»(LA2-LA1) *XEQ(LAQK)*0 .5MLA2»LA1)  
l ih =AOSCALI -J I I  
j iz =ABS(J IZ )  
IFCJ IZ .GT.L IM)  LIM=J IZ  
SMLA = (2 .0»AL I»1 .0 ) / (AL I t J I -L IKH. )  

86  SUMLA =SUMLA»SMLA*HEQ(LAQK)  
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PROGRAM STMQD 73/73 0PT=1  FTN <» .0»P357  

SUMLA =SUMLA* ILA2-LA l ) /2 .0  
IF I J I .EQ.0 .0 )  SUMLA =  2 .0 *AK*1 .0  
S IGM9 =SIGMG*SUMLA 

175  S IGJZ  =S IGJZ*S IGM3*WEO<J IQJ>  
S IGJZ  =S IGJZ*  < J IZ2 -J IZD/2 .  0  
S IGJZ  =S IGJZ /  (SU:1A<(  JEQ)  •  SUMBKUEl )  )  

80  SUM =SUM*SIGJZ*WEQINEQJ)  
S IGTH =SUM*(AK2-AK1) /2 .0  

180  CONT =FACT*FACT/ (8 .0 *G1*E1) *AN 
S IGTH =CONT»SIGTH/<2 .Q*J IU .O>  
AJAC =2 .0 * I2 / ( f r ACT»f r ACT» C2 .0 ' JF»1)  )  
S IGTH =SIGTH*  A JAC *<•. 0»PI  
IF IV .EO.O.O)  GO TO U5  
IF IV .EO. l .O)  GO TO U5  
IF IV .EQ.5 .0 )  GO TO 1 .5  
IF IV .E0 .8 .0 )  GO TO > ,5  
I F IV .£0 .15 .0 )  GO TO US 

•>8  S IGTHKIJ )  =S IGTH 
190  I I  = IJ  

S IGTH2I I I )  =S IGTH1( IJ ) *S IGTH2( I I )  
I J  =  I JU  
E2 =E2*0. 025»FACT2 
IF IE2 .GT.EC)  GO TO 17  

195  GO TO 16  
17  V  =V*1 .0  

PRINT < .2 , (S IGTH2( I ) , I=1 ,29 )  
.kZ FORMAT(6E12•5 )  

GO TO 1H 
ZOO <«5  PRINT 101 .2 ,  S IGTH,  TH1 ,  V ,  JF ,  J I ,  U ,  E2  

10«»2  FORMAT <XXXX6HSI&TH=,E12 .5 ,5X I .HTH1 =  ,F5 .  1 ,6X2HV= ,F I» .  1 ,SX3HJF= ,  
1 I5 ,5X3HJ I= ,F<» .  1 ,5  X2r tU= ,F  5 .1 ,  i»X3HE2 =  ,  E10 .M 

GO TO > ,8  
< •6  ALB =  A '<  

205  AH3 =  J IZ  
LF11 =AMO/SQRT( l .U -Z*Z )  
IF IALB.LT .LF11)  GO TO t ! »9  
VLH =1 .Q/ I2 .0 *P I»P I *SQRT <1 .0 - (AM3/ALB)«2 -Z*Z ) )  
S IGLB =TLM 

210  S IGHS =SIGLB 
GO TO 1*7  

149  S IGLB =0 .0  
S IGMB =SIGLB 
GO TO < .7  

215  4<»3  PRINT , (S IGTH2( I I»  ,  11  =  1 ,29  > 
hkk  FORMAT (E15-  <• )  

PUNCH 1 .1 ,5 ,  (S IGTH2I I I ) ,  11  =  1 ,29 )  
l»<»5  FORMAT I  E lO. i . )  

ENO 
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FUNCTION SUMTl  73/73 0PT*1  FTN '».0»P357 

FUNCTION SUMTl (AK.E2 ,VXt  
COMMON /LEG/XEQ(7it ,WET(73 )  
COMMON G1 ,G2 .GP,E1 ,C1 .C2 .0ELT ,W1,  W2,W3,H< t ,R l .R2 ,  A I ,AN,GI  
COMMON FACT,FACT1,FACT2 

5  COMMON I 1 . I2 .ET  
REAL 10 ,JO,12  
TLO =SQPT«6 .0»G2/AN>•<C2*  * (1. 0 /6 .0 ) I *  10 .5)••(1.0/3.01 
TIL =TLO/FACT 
AON = ITLL*TLL*TLL)  

10 T JO =SQRT(2 .0 *12 )  
TJJ -T JO/FACT 
ANR = (TJJ*TJJI 
AX =1•5*ANR/AO N  
ALX i « -1 .0 *SQRTC 1 .0» " . .0 *AX*AK)  1 / (2 .0 *AX)  

15 AJX =AK-ALX 
EX * IALX»ALX»ALX1  /A3NK A JX*A  JX  ) /ANR 
ERF =0 .0  
ET1 =ERF-ET-OELT*EX 
A *H I»*FACT1 

20  B  =  IW»-W3> *FACT1 
C  » -ET l  
XI *SQRT(3*B-<» .0 *A«C> 
WX *C -9 -X l ) / (2 .0 *A)  
PRINT 1030  

25 1030 FORMAT<XXXXX3HVX=10X3HAK*>  
PRINT S2 .VX.AK 

62  FORMAT IF lO  .  F15  .  <»)  
NEQ =6 
NEQO = INEQ*CNEQ- l ) ) / 2  

30 IF (VX .LE .NEQ)  GO TO 511  
VM *VX 
VI * -0 .5  
SUMTl  =0 .0  
00  83  K£Q= l t  NEQ 

35 NEQK -NEQO*KEQ 
W *0 .5MVM-V11  •X£3(N£UK)*0 .5MVM*V1»  
T2  =0 .5 *M3-0 .25*Wi .  
EV •(V*0 .51"H3- ( (V*0 .5>**2>  »W<. -T2  
EV ®EV *FACT1 

It0  E2  *ET  •OELT-EV 
LO =SQRT<6 .0*G2/ANI» tC2" (1 .0 /6 .0»>* (0 .5 *E2) *»C1 .0 /3 .0>  
ALO=LO/FACT 
JO =SQRT<2 .0» I2 *E2>  
AJO =J0 /FACT 

< t5  PRINT 1011  
1011 FORMAT (XX« .HALO =  l lXUr tA  J0  =  11X3HAK =  18X2HV =  )  

PRINT 125 ,AL0 ,AJ0 ,AK,V  
125 FORMAT (3^15 .  F10  •<* )  

AAL2 -AL2 tALO.AJQ.AK)  
50 AAL1=AL1(AL0 ,AJ0 ,AK)  

SUM *0 .0  
00  220  IEQ =1 ,NEQ 
NE9 I  =NEQ0HE1 
AL «0 .5MAAL2-AAL1)»XEOCNEOI I •0 .5» (AAL2*AAL1 I  

55  AAJ =AJ(AL ,ALO,AJO,A<>  
220  SUM =SUMMAJ»WEQINEQI I  

SUM s= -SUM*(AAL2-AAL l ) /2 .0  
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FUNCTION SUHT l  73 /73  OPT= l  FTN <» .0»P357  

PRINT 1012  
1012  FORMAT (  XX5HAAL1  =  10X 5H AAL2=10  X"«HSUM=)  

PRINT 115 ,AAL1 ,AAL2 ,SUM 
115  FORMAT (2F15 .U .E15 .6 I  

83  SUMT1 =  SUMT1«-SUM«WEQ(NEQK> 
SUMT1=SUMT1* (VM-V1 I /2 .D  
PRINT 101* .  

101<«  FORMAT (XXX6HSUMT 1  =  1  
PRINT 121•SUM T1  

121  FORMAT(E15•6 )  
RETURN 

511  V =0 .0  
SUMT1 =0 .0  
T2  =0 .5 *WJ-0 .25*MU 

51  Et f  =  (V*0 .5 I *W3- ( ( I / »0 .5 I< , *2 )«W4-T2  
EV *EV*FACT1 
E2  =ET»OELT-EV 
IF (E2 .LE .b .0 )  RETURN 
10  =SQRTC6.0»G2/AN)»  <C2* •C1 .0 /6 .0>JM0.5»E21  »«  CI.0 /3 .01  
ALO=LO/FACT 
JO =S0RT(2 .0» I2 *E2)  
AJO=JO/FACT 
AAL2  =AL2(AL0 ,AJ3 ,AK>  
AAL1=AL1(AL0 ,AJ0 ,A< I  
SUM =0 .0  
00  330  IEQ =1 ,NEQ 
NEQI  =NE30• IEQ 
AL =  0 .5MAALZ-AAL1>*XEQ(NEQI I *0 .5MAAL2»AA11> 
AAJ  =AJ(AL .ALO,AJO.A<>  

330  SUM =SUH*AAJ»MEQ(NEQI»  
SUH=-SU i * (AAC2-AML l ) /2 .0  
PRINT 2011  

2011  FORMAT (XX i»HAL0  =  l lX< .HAJ0= l lX3HAK =  l i iX2HV =  > 
PRINT J25 ,AL0 ,AJO,AK,V  

325  F0RMAT(3F15 . i» ,F ia . i . »  
PRINT 2012  

2012  FORMAT (XX5HAAL1  =  10X5HA4L2  =  10X< .HSUM= > 
PRINT 315 .AAL1 .AAL2 .5UM 

315  FORMAT (2F15 . *»  ,  E l  5  . 6 )  
SUMT1 =SUMT1*SUM 
PRINT 201" .  

2011 .  FORMAT (XXX6HSUMT1 =  » 
PRINT 321 .SUMT1 

321  FORMAT(E15 .61  
V =V»1 .0  
IF  « t f .GT .VXI  RETURN 
GO TO 51  
END 
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FUNCTION AJ  73 /73  0PT=1  FTN <» .0 *P357  

FUNCTION AJ (AL .AL0 .AJ0 ,AK)  
A  =1 .0 / (ALO»ALO*ALO)  
B  =1 .0 / tAJO*AJO)  
A1  =  3 .0 *AL*AL-2.d21ii**3*AL /4  +  < * .2 l »26*AL*A I<*2 .0 *9*AK/A*  

5  11 •5*AK*AK 
A 2  =  3 .0 , AL»3 .3»A< / t .<» l< .2H.< . l<»2»9 /A  
AO =  AL*AL*ALM3.u*A< / l . * l *<?  +  l . ' » l ' »? *9 /A ) ' , AL*AL* '<1 .5 *AK p AK-2 .0  

l *B»AK/A I *A lMAK»AK*A< /2 .3  2H '« * t 1 , A<*AK/C l .<» t<»2*A»-2 .82«< . /A )  
R  = IA l *A2-3 .a *A0 l /6 .a -A2»A2»A2 /27 .D  

10  Q =A l /3 .0 -A2»A2 /9 .0  
T  =Q»Q*Q«-R»P 
IF IT .GT.O.O)  GO TO 101  
T1  =  SORTC-T)  
0  *SQRT(R*R+T1*11 )  

15  THETA -ACOS (  ° . /  0 )  
Z1  =  2 .  0 *D*M 1 .0 /3 .0 ) *COS(THETA/3 .0J -A2 /3 .0  
AJ  =  Z1  
RETURN 

101  T1  =SQRTCTI  
20  S I  =  IR»T1>* * (1 .0 /3 .0 )  

IF (R .LT .T l )  GO TO 30  
S2  =  CR-T1>*M 1 .0 /3 .  0>  

31  Z1  = (S l»S2) -A2 /3 .0  
AJ  =  Z1  

25  RETURN 
30  S2  =  -<T1-R1* * (1 .0 /3 .0 )  

CO TO 31  
END 
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FUNCTIONAL!  T3/TS 0PT=1  FTN<. .0»P35?  

FUNCTION ALUALOtAJO.AKI  
IF  CAK. IE .AL01  GO TO 25  
A  *1«0 /<ALO*ALO*ALO> 
e *i.o/(ajo«Ajo* 
A1 =1 .5 *A<»AK-? .Q*3*AK/A  
A2  =3 .a *AK/ l .U l< ,2H. i . l i . 2 *9 /A  
AO =AK*AK*AK/2 .d2  8 ' . »a*A<*A< / ( l  . 41 ' t 2 *A) -2 .a28 '» /A  
R  =«A l»A2-3 .C , AO) /6 .a -A2*«2*A2 /27 .0  
Q =A l /3 .Q-A2»A2 /9 .0  
T *Q'Q*a*R*R 
T i  =SQ3T<-T |  
D  =SQRT(R*R»T1*T1>  
THETA =AC0S(P /0 )  
21  =2 .0»0*» (1 .0 /3 .0>*COS<THETA/3 .0 I -A2 / I . 0  
GO TO 55  

25  21  =  AK/1 .« .1< .2  
55  AL1  =Z1  

RETURN 
ENO 
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FUNCTION AL2  73 /73  OPT =  i  FTN « . .0 *P357  

FUNCTION AL2<AL0 tAJ0 ,A<>  
IF  CAK.LE .AJOI  GO TO <*5 
A * l .0/(ALO*ALO*ALO> 
B *1 .0 /<AJO»AJO)  

5  A1 *1 .5 *A<*A<-2 .0 *3*AK/A  
A2 *3 .0 *AK/ l .<» l<»2» l . ' » l< .2 *3 /A  
AO =  AK*AK»AK/2 .8  2  8 i« *a»AK*AK/< l  . i . l i »2 *A>-2 .  828U/A  
R *CA1*A2-3 .0»AOI /£> .  0-A2* A2»A2 /27  .  0 
Q =A l /3 .0 -A2*A2 /9 .0  

10  T  =Q»Q<>QtR»R 
T1  =SQRT( -T t  

0 *sqrtcr*»*t1»t1> 
THETA =ACOS(P /0>  
Z3  = -0 * * (1 .0 /3 .01*C0  3 I  THETA/3 .01 -A  2 /3 .0 *1 .732»SIN<THETA/  

15  13 .  0» "0 " (1 .  0 /3 .0 )  
GO TO 65  

< t5  Z3  =  -AK / l .< . l< .2  
65  AL2  =Z3  

RETURN 
20  ENO 
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BLOCK DATA LEG 73 /73  0PT*1  FTN l» .0»P357  

BLOCK OATA LEG 
COMMON /LEG/X .W 
OIMENSION XC7SI .4C79 I  
OATA (  X (  11  , 1=1 ,11 /0 .0 /  

5  OATA C W C I ) , I=l, l ) / 2 .  3 /  
OATA CXI  11  , 1  =  2 ,3 )  / -0  . 5  7  73  5  026  918963 ,0 .  57  735026918963 /  
OATA CHI I ) , 1  =  2 ,3> / l . 0 ,1 .0 /  
OATA CXC I )  , I  =  i . , 6 ) / -0  .771 .596669" .  H .8 ,  0 .  0 ,  0  . 77< .59666  92<»1< .8 /  
OATA CMC I ) ,  1  =  1 . ,  6  I /O .  5555555  55  55  556 ,  0 .9 "8  8  88  88888889 ,  

10 1  0 . 55555555555556 /  
OATA (XCI1  , 1  =  7 ,1  0  I / - 3 .  86  113631159< .05 . -0 .  3399810« .358 i .86 ,  

1  0 .33998101 .358 i .8o ,0 .  8611  36  311591 .05 /  
OATA CWCI )  ,  1  = 7 ,10 )  /0 .3 i»785 i .8 i . 5137< .5 ,  0 .65211 .5151 .86255 ,  

1 0.65211.5151.86255,0. 31.7 351.81.51371.5/ 
15 OATA CXC I »  ,  1= 11 ,  151 / -O .  9  361  7911 .5 : )  1166 , -0 .5381 .6931010  568 ,  0 .0 ,  

1  0 .538«6931010  56  8 ,0 .90  617981 .593866 /  
OATA CWCI )  ,  1  =  11 ,151  /0 .23692689505619 ,  0 .< .786286701 .9937 ,  

1  0 .5688888  8  88  8  88  9 ,0 .  *7  862  8  6  70  < .99 j  7  .  0 .  2 369268  3  505619 /  
OATA CXCI ) ,1  =  16 ,21 I / -0 .932^69  51< .  20  315 , -0 .  66  1219  38  6U  6626 ,  

20  1  -0 .23861918608320 ,0 .23861918608329 ,0 .66120938646636 ,  
2  0 .9121 .69511 .20  315 /  

OATA CUC I )  , 1  =  16 ,  21 ) /0 .  171321 .1 .9237917 .0 .36076157301 .811 . ,  
1 0.1.679139 31.5 72t>9,0. 1.67913931.5 72 69,0.3607 6157301.811., 
2  0 .171321 .1 .9237917 /  

25  OATA CXC I )  ,1=22 ,  2  8 ) / -0  .  9- .9107912  31 .2  76 , -0  .  71.1531185599  39 ,  
1  -0 .1 .0  581 .5151  3  77  *0 ,0  .0  ,0  .1 .0  581 .5151  37  7<*0  .  0 .  71.15  311  8  55993  9 ,  
2  0 ,91 .910791231 .276 /  

OATA CWCI )  , 1  =  22 ,281 /0 .  1291 .81 .96616}87 ,  3 .2  797053911 .8928 ,  
1 0 . 381830  0  5050  512 .0 .  1 .1795918  36  7  J - .  7 ,  0 .3818  30  05  050512 ,  

30 2  0 . 2797053911 .8920 ,3 .  1291 .31 .9661^887 /  
OATA CXC I )  ,1=29 ,  36 ) / -0 .96  0289  3  561 .9  751 . , -0 .7966661 .771 .1363 ,  

1  -0 .525532 i»0991b33 , -0 .  18  3 i .3 - .6 i . 2 i . 9565 ,0 .1831,31.61. 21 .9565 ,  
2  0 .5255321 .099163  3 .0 .  79  66661.7741363 ,  0 .9  60  2  89  8  5  61 .9751 . /  

OATA CHCH , 1  =  29 ,  361 /0 .  1012285  36290  39 .  0 .2223810  31 .1 ,5337 ,  
35 1  0. 31370661 .587769 ,0 .  36268378337836 ,0 .  36268378337836 ,  

2 0. 31370661. 58  7789 ,  0 .22238  10  31.1. 5337 ,  0 .  1C122853629038 /  
END 
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PROGRAM CMLAB 73/73 OPT=l FTN <».0»P357 

PROGRAM CMLAB C INPUT,OUTPUT» 
C  ANGLES ARE IN  DEGREES.  
C  UNITS OF VELOCITY A* t  10 •  »<»  CM/SEC 
C  UNITS OF ENERGY ARE KCAL/MOLE 
C CM-LAB TRANSFORMATION 

D IMENSION P<< .00>  ,  THL (100 )  
D IMENSION FAdG(*»00) ,CX (<•  0  0 )  ,CY  (< .0  0  )  ,  E CtO 0  )  ,  COSTV UO 01  
D I M E N S I O N  S I N T V ( -oo) 
OIMENSION \ /APAR<5> ,V3PAR(5> ,UPAP(5 ) ,THPAR(6 )  
COMMON XEP(31J ,XTH<H)  ,XCS(31 ,< . )  
Y= .017< t53292  
R*0 .0019872  

100  READ 1000  
REAO 1001• IPUNCH 
READ 1001 ,NVA,Nva ,NGAM,GA,GB,GAMMA,HHIOB 
IF (CNVA.EO.O) .AND. INVB.EQ.O) .AND. (NGAM.EQ.O) )  CALL EXIT  
G=GA»G3 
NGRIO=N\ f  A»NV9»NGAM 
REAO 1002 , (VAPAR( I ) ,1=1 ,5 )  
REAO 1002 , (VB°AR < I> ,1=1 ,51  
CALL CNEHT(NVA, ;wa ,« /APAR,V3PAR,GA,G3 ,NGA '4 ,GA*MA t HWIOS,  

1FABG,CX,CY,E ,C0ST( / ,S INTV> 
REAO 1001 ,NTHL,NPHIL ,NV,GC,OELTOO,XXt f ,T  
RT=R*T  
EPFACT =SQRTIG*GC/ (G-GC)  »  *1 . .8E-19  
GPFAC =0 .00119503*G*GC/ (G-GC)  
READ 1003 , (THL( I ) , I=1 ,NTHL)  
PRINT 1000  
PRINT 1020  
PRINT 10  01 ,NVA.NVG.NGAM,GA.GB,GAMMA,HHI03  
PRINT 1012 , (VAPAR( I I  , 1  =  1 ,5 )  
PRINT 1022 ,  ( \ /OPAR( I )  , 1=1 ,5 )  
PRINT 1021  
PRINT 10  01 ,NTHL,NPHIL ,NV,GC,OELTOO,XXt f ,T  

1000  FORMAT(55H 
1) 

FORMAT(3 I5 ,5X ,5F10 . i»>  
FORMAT(8F10  •  5 )  
FORMAT(16F5•0 )  
FORMAT(  6H0VAPAR.5F10 .5 )  
FORMAT(6H VBPAO.5F10 .5 )  
FORMAT( 5H0 NVA2X3HN  ̂ B1XUHNGAM9X2HGA3X2HGB7X5HGAMMA5X5HHHIOB 
FORMAT(5HONTHL1X5MNPNIL2X2HNV9X2HGC6X6HOELT00  7X3HXXV7X1HTI  
CALL  INN 
DO 30  ITHL=1 ,NTHL 
TL=THL( ITHL)»Y  
CT*COS(TL)  
ST=SIN(TL)  
FLX*0 .  
00  20  IY=1 ,NV 
VL=FLOAT( I \M»XXX 
VX=VL*CT 
VY=»L»ST 
F  =  0 .0  
00  10  I JK=1 ,NGRID 
UX*VX -CX( I JK)  
Ur=VY-CY( IJK)  

1001 
1002 
1003 
1012 
1022 
1020 
1021 
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PROGRAM CMLAB 73/73 0PT =  1  FTN i» .0»P357  

l )=SQRT (UX»UX»UY*UVI  
THCH=ATAN2 (A t iS  <UX*S INTV ( I JK )  HJY 'COSTYI IJ<11  ,  

60  1  UX*COST\MIJO-UV*S IMTt / ( l J< l ) /Y  
EP =GPFAC*U**2  

10  F  =  F*FAE3I I JK1* (VL /U1  * *2 *CSIE( I JK I ,EP»THCMI*EPFACT*SQRT(EPI  
FLX=FLXf rF*XXV 

20  P ( I \M=F 
65  PRINT lO lO .THLdTHLI  ,FLX  

1010  FORMAT(5H THL  =  ,F6  .  1,  t  X5HF LUX= ,  1P£ 11 .  1.1 

PRINT 1011 , (P I  I I  , 1  =  1 ,NVI  
1011  FOSMAT(XXSE10 .3 I  

IF ( IPUNCH.EQ.QI  CO TO 30  
70  PRINT 1010 ,THL< ITHL I ,FLX  

PRINT 1011 , (P (J> .J= l .N t f )  
30  CONTINUE 

GO TO 100  
ENO 
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SUBROUTINE CNEWT 73 /73  OPT= l  FTN < t .0 *P357  

SUBROUTINE CNEWT(NVA,NVB,VAPAR,V3PAR,CA,GO,NGAM,GAMMA ,  
lHHID3 ,F43G.CX,CY, t ,C0STV,S INTV)  

OIMENSION FAaGe.Jo i , cxu : j a> ,CY<< .aa» ,E<< .ao» ,cosTv<< .oo>  
DIMENSION SIMTVC.00) 

5  DIMENSION VA( IO)  ,  V J (  10  > ,  FA (10  > ,FB(  10  1  .  GAU 3>  ,FG(31  
OIMENSION VAPAR(5 ) ,V0PAR(5 I  
Y= .017 i»53292  
G*GA»GB 
GFAC=.00119503*GA»GB/G 

10  NH=NGAM/2*1  
FNH=NH 
00  1  K- l»NGAM 
GAMt<)=GAMMA+FLOAT(K -NHI»HWI03 /FNH 
FG<K» =  1 .0  

15  1  IF (HKI03 .NE,0 .0>  FG(K>  =  1 .0 -ABS(GAMIK I -GAMMA I /HWID3  
FNH=CNVA*1 I  / 2  
DO 2  1=1 ,NVA 
VACI»=VAPAR(1 I  *FLOAT CH/FNH 

2  FA I I )  =UOIST  (VA ( I I  , \ / »PAR» 
20 FNH=(NV3HI/2 

00  3  J=1 ,NVB 
WB(J I  =  VOP»R( l»  *FUOAT(J ) /FNH 

3  FB(J»  =  UDIST( t fB (J )  ,V3PAR> 
SUM=0.0  

25  I JK=0  
00  It K=1«NGAM 
GM<=GAM(K>*Y  
CG-COS(GMK)  
SG-S IN(GMK)  

30  FGK=FG(K1  
DO <t  I  = 1 ,NVA 
V l -VA I I )  
FA  I -F  A (11  
00  <•  J=1 ,NVB 

35  V2*VB(J»  
I JK= IJKH 
V=SaRT(V l ' *2»V2* *2 -2 . "V l *V2*CG> 
E I I JKJ=GFAC*V**2  
FABG( IJ< I=V*FAI»F<3(J I  »FGK 

1 ,0  CX( I JK)  =  (GA* \ / l »G3»V2*CGt /G  
CT( I JK»=G8*V2*SG/G 
COSTt f  ( I JK t  =  (V l "2 *V* *2 - \ / 2 * *21  / (2 . *V1»V)  
S INTYI I JK>=V2 / \ / 'SG 

I t  SUN=SUM*FA3G( IJK1  
1 ,5  NGRI0  =  N \ /A»NV3*NGAM 

DO 5  I JK=1 ,NGRID 
5  FABG( IJK)=FAOG( IJK» /SUH 

RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION UDIST  73 /73  OPT= l  FTN < . .0 *P357  

FUNCTION UDIST(U  «  PAR > 
OIMENSION PAR(S>  
R*U/PARC1> 
IF IR .GT. l .Q)  GO TO 10  
A=PAR(2 )  
B=PAR(3 I  

20  UOIST=R»*A»EXP( ( l . a -R* *8>*A /B I  
RETURN 

10  A=PAR< k i  
B=PAR(5 )  
GO TO 20  
ENIV  
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FUNCTION CS 73 /73  OPT =  l  FTN <» .0»P357  

FUNCTION CS lE .EP.THCM)  
COMMON XEP(31>  .XTHCt i  .XCS(  
TH =  THCM 
E2  =EP/23 .060  

5  IF ITH.GT.90 .01  TH=C180 .0 -TH»  
00  10  I  =2.16  
IEP  =1  
IF IE2 .LT .XEP( I> )  GO TO 12  

10  CONTINUE 
;10  CS =0 .0  

RETURN 
12  00  20  J=21  **  

JTH =J  
IF (TH.LT .XTH(J ) )  GO TO 22  

15  .  20  CONTINUE 
22  CONTINUE 

NT2  =JTH 
NT1  =  J  TH-1  
NE2  - IEP  

20  NE1  = IEP-1  
CS =0 .0  
CS =CStXCS<NEl ,NT l»»CXEP<NE2) -E2) * tXTH<NT2>-THI / t (XEPCNE2»  

1 -XEPCNE1I I * (XTr t (NT2 I -XTH CMT1I I I  
CS =CS»XCS(NE1,NT2) *  (XEP<NE2I -E2>*CXTH<NT1»-TH1 /MXEP(NE2>  

25  1 -XEPtNE l  ) IMXTH( f4T tJ -XTH(NT2 l» )  
CS *CS»XCS(NE2,Nr I t *  (XEP<N£1>-E2>  •  (XTH ( *U2»-TH»  /  (<  XE»  t  NE1 I  

1 -XEPINE2»  )  *<XTH(NT2>  -  XTH (NTH I  )  
CS =CStXCS(NE2.N I2 ) • (XE° (U t1 ) -E2»• tXTH<NTI t -TH> / ( IXFP(NE1I  

1 -XEPINE2} )MXTH(NT i l -XTHtNT2>>>  
30  RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE INN 73/73 OPT= l  FTN l» .0»P357  

SUBROUTINE INN 
COMMON XEP<31>  ,XTr t< i .>  ,XCS<31  ,< •>  
REAO 10U1 ,  ICXCSI I . J )  , 1=1 ,16 )  , J  =  l ,< t>  

1001 F 0RMATIE10.1.) 
5 DO 20  I  = 1 .15  

XEP( I )  =  < I - l ) »0 . i>25  
20  CONTINUE 

XEPt16 )  =  0 .372  
00  15  J= l ,<»  

10 XCS«1 ,J )  =  0 .0  
15  XCS116 ,J )  =0 .0  

XEPC1)=  0 .0  
XTH( l )  =13 .0  
XTHI2 ) -30 •0  

15 XTHC 31  >1 , 5 .0  
XTH(  <» l  =30 .0  
RETURN 
END 
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